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Technical Appendix A: Methodology
Study Design and Sample Frame
This report discusses findings from the sixth wave of the Jewish Futures Project: a longitudinal study of
Jewish young adults who were applicants to Birthright Israel, a program that sends Jewish young adults
on a free ten‐day educational trip to Israel.
The population for this wave of the study includes eligible US applicants (both participants and
nonparticipants) to Birthright Israel in the winter season of 2001‐09. The eligibility criteria for these trips
include: being 18‐26 years old at time of trip, being Jewish, not having participated in a peer trip to Israel
or a study abroad program in Israel, and not studying in a yeshiva, seminary or other Jewish studies
program prior to applying to Birthright. The overall sample was stratified by year of application,
participation, and age. Additional detailed information about the population and sampling frame of
design of the study can be found in Technical Appendix A of “Beyond 10 Days”—the report on the fifth
wave of the study.
Original contact information for all sample members was derived from Birthright Israel’s registration
database. Contact information for respondents and nonrespondents was repeatedly updated in the
course of data collection for previous waves of this study. The likelihood that existing contact
information would lead to successful contact with panel members was evaluated prior to wave 6 data
collection. Individuals who were determined to have no possibility of contact were not contacted in the
wave 6 study, although they are still considered nonrespondents in response rate calculations.
Throughout the course of the study, some individuals refused to participate in the survey, either by
indicating their preference to a caller, by sending an email to the study’s email account, or by opting out
using an “opt‐out” link included in all email communications. Over the six waves of data collection,
1,335 individuals have refused to participate in the survey. In general, individuals who refused to
participate were not contacted in subsequent waves.
A number of individuals included in the original sample were later found to be ineligible to be part of the
study based upon a determination that the individuals did not meet the sample inclusion criteria. These
individuals were omitted from subsequent analyses and response rate calculations.

Field Operations
In the wave 6 study, panel members received pre‐notification emails explaining the study, followed by
email invitations that included a unique link to complete the survey. Invitations and all further
communication with panel members were tailored to describe their participation status in the study
(e.g., participated in the study in the past, etc.). As in previous waves, panel members were offered a
$25 Amazon.com gift certificate upon completion of the survey as an incentive to improve response
rates. Reminders to complete the survey were sent to nonrespondents in 1‐2 week intervals.
Nonrespondents were also contacted by text messages, phone, and regular mail and encouraged to
complete the survey. In cases where contact information was not available or unverified, CMJS
employees searched publicly available online information and subscription‐based online data services to
acquire new contact information.
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The bulk of data collection took place between June and December 2019. A small number of responses
(N=45), mainly from hard to reach individuals were collected in early 2020. The survey officially closed in
April 10, 2020.

Final dispositions and response rates
Final dispositions for each case were coded using a scheme based on AAPOR’s standard definitions for
email and phone surveys. The overall response rate calculations consider all eligible sample members,
even those for whom no attempt at contact was made. AAPOR Response Rate 1 (RR1) calculates a
response rate using complete surveys only. AAPOR Response Rate 2 (RR2) also includes partial
interviews. The overall response rate (AAPOR RR2) was 46.8%. The final dispositions and outcome rates
for Wave 6 are detailed in Table A1:
Table A1: Final dispositions and outcome rates for respondent interviews Wave 6
Nonparticipants

Participants

Ineligible

Overall

Outcome

n

Pct.

n

Pct.

n

n

Interview

866

35.2%

1,668

55.3%

‐

2,534

43.0%

Partial interview

11

0.4%

22

0.7%

‐

33

0.6%

Refusal

751

30.5%

584

19.4%

‐

1,335

22.7%

Noncontact

833

33.5%

743

24.6%

‐

1,583

26.9%

402

402

6.8%

Ineligible
Column Total

‐
2,461

‐
100.0%

3,017

100.0%

Pct.

402
5,887
AAPOR Response Rate 1

100.0%
46.2%

AAPOR Response Rate 2

46.8%

AAPOR Cooperation Rate 2

65.4%

AAPOR Refusal Rate 2

24.6%

AAPOR Contact Rate 2

72.2%

Weighting
Weights were calculated in order to adjust for any differences between the distribution of known
characteristics of the sample and known characteristics of the frame (which were derived from the
Birthright Israel registration database). These weights adjust for differential probabilities of selection
due to stratification, as well as nonresponse bias with respect to participant status, round of application,
age, gender, and (where available) denomination. For each of these characteristics the weights adjusted
the distribution of the achieved sample to match the appropriate “target” values in the registration
database.
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Analysis Paradigm
To analyze Birthright’s impact, we adapt the “Randomized Clinical Trial” (RCT) methods used to assess
drug and healthcare interventions. In an RCT, research participants are randomly assigned to
experimental and control groups, and the effectiveness of the treatment is assessed by comparing those
who received the treatment to those who did not. Because thousands of the Jewish young adults who
applied to go on a Birthright trip between 2001 and 2009 never went on a trip, we can use a sample of
these nonparticipants as a “control group” and evaluate the impact of Birthright by comparing them to a
sample of trip participants. Although selection for participation in a Birthright trip is not completely
random, participants and nonparticipant applicants are very similar in terms of their demographic
characteristics and Jewish backgrounds at the time of application. Our analyses show that, among these
applicants, there are only two statistically significant differences between the groups: Participants are
slightly younger and more likely to have two Jewish parents.
To analyze Birthright’s impact we use binary or ordinal logistic regression models with controls for age,
gender (including nonbinary), having one or two Jewish parents, and year of application to Birthright
(2001‐06 versus 2007‐09). We use these models to estimate the probability that Birthright participants
and nonparticipants will experience certain outcomes, holding all other factors constant.
We also explore whether Birthright has a “direct” impact on different outcomes, after accounting for its
effect on having a Jewish partner. To do this we add a control for currently having a Jewish partner to
the model. If the coefficient for Birthright Israel remains statistically significant at the 95% level even
after this control is added, Birthright is considered to have a direct impact on the outcome in question.
The charts presented in this report reflect predicted probabilities estimated from the binary and ordinal
logistic regression models discussed above that do not control for having a Jewish partner. That is, they
represent the full (rather than merely the “direct”) impact of Birthright on the outcome in question. In
these charts we present “overall” estimates of Birthright’s impact across all types of applicants. We
make this determination by estimating the predicted probability of participants and nonparticipants
having a particular outcome, holding all variables in the model at their estimated mean values. Although
there is no intuitive interpretation of fractional values for binary variables such as “female,” holding
control variables at these values provides a sense of Birthright’s effect on the “average” participant.
When analyzing Birthright’s impact on family formation and connection to Israel, however, we also
explore the way Birthright affects different types of participants. All control variables used in the
regression models described in this report, and their estimated mean values are summarized in
Appendix B below.
We first illustrate the magnitude of Birthright’s impact on those with different levels of Jewish
background by presenting estimates separately for those with exclusively Jewish parents and those who
had at least one non‐Jewish parent. These models do not include interaction terms between Birthright
Israel and Jewish parentage, which were found to be non‐significant.
We next attempt to isolate out the impact of Birthright Israel from that of other trips to Israel. Almost
40% of nonparticipants in the JFP have been to Israel at least once in their lives, and over 45% of
participants have also been to Israel on non‐Birthright trips. In some of these cases, these additional
trips occurred before the panelists applied to Birthright, and the trips did not render them ineligible for
Birthright (e.g., a family vacation). In other cases, these were trips that occurred after panelists applied
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to (or traveled on) Birthright. In order to understand Birthright’s unique contribution to the field of Israel
travel (enabling those who were not otherwise inclined or could not afford to visit Israel on their own to
have an Israel experience), we compare Birthright participants with no other Israel experience to
nonparticipants who have never been to Israel.
These analyses include applicants who applied to the program between 2007 and 2009. Applicants from
these years tended to come from less‐engaged Jewish backgrounds compared to those who applied in
earlier years. Because previous JFP reports (Saxe et al., 2014, 2017) did not include these applicants in
reported results, the numbers reported here should not be compared to those discussed in earlier
reports, as they are referring to a different population.
References
Saxe, L., Shain, M., Hecht, S., Wright, G., Rieser, M., & Sasson, T. (2014). Jewish Futures Project. The
impact of Taglit‐Birthright Israel: Marriage and family. Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies,
Brandeis University.
Saxe, L., Shain, M., Wright, G., Hecht, S., & Sasson, T. (2017). Beyond 10 days: Parents, gender, marriage,
and the long‐term impact of Birthright Israel. Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies, Brandeis
University.
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Technical Appendix B: Tables
This Appendix presents the regression models and predictive margins that support the analyses in the
report. Note that all analyses exclude respondents raised Orthodox. Other regression models used in the
report are available upon request.
The table below describes the variables found in the Stata output presented in this Appendix.
Variable name

Variable type

Variable label

participant_w6

Binary

1=Birthright participant
0=nonparticipant
Age
1=Exclusively Jewish parents
0=Not exclusively Jewish
parents
1=Applied between 2007‐2009
0=Applied between 2001‐2006
1=Female
0=Male or Other
1=Other gender
0=Female or Male
1= Only been to Israel on BRI
0 = Never been to Israel
1 =under 26 at time of first
marriage
2 = Age 26‐28 at first marriage
3=Age 29‐32 at first marriage
4=Age 33+ at first marriage

age_w6
jewpar3_w6

Continuous
Binary

newcohorts_w6

Binary

femaledummy

Binary

othergendummy

Binary

brionly

Binary

frstmaragecat4new

Categorical

Estimated mean value
(for those not raised
Orthodox)
‐‐‐
35.71
.7510

.5101
.5176
.0042
‐‐‐
‐‐‐
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Table B1: Logit model of first marriage to a Jew on Birthright Israel participation, current age,
parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender
Survey: Logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,563

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F(
6,
2557)
Prob > F

=
2,563
= 72,676.728
=
1,528
= 41,366.031
=
2,562
=
14.09
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
frstmarjew |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------participant_w6 |
.6533591
.1409991
4.63
0.000
.3768754
.9298429
age_w6 |
.034525
.0256325
1.35
0.178
-.0157376
.0847876
jewpar3_w6 |
1.32878
.186606
7.12
0.000
.9628659
1.694694
newcohorts_w6 | -.2789426
.1766645
-1.58
0.114
-.6253622
.0674771
femaledummy | -.1510319
.1481248
-1.02
0.308
-.4414885
.1394246
othergendummy | -.3075373
1.193014
-0.26
0.797
-2.646908
2.031833
_cons | -2.451406
1.012037
-2.42
0.015
-4.435901
-.466912
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B2: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B1
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,563
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,542
= 72,676.728
=
2,562

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3912078
.0279361
14.00
0.000
.3364282
.4459874
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,563
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,542
= 72,676.728
=
2,562

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.5525851
.0223557
24.72
0.000
.508748
.5964223
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B3 Predicted probabilities by Birthright participation for those with one and two Jewish
parents, from model in Table B1
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,563
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,542
= 72,676.728
=
2,562

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.4721875
.0306978
15.38
0.000
.4119925
.5323825
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,563
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,542
= 72,676.728
=
2,562

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.6322762
.0225138
28.08
0.000
.5881291
.6764233
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,563
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,542
= 72,676.728
=
2,562

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1915229
.0292356
6.55
0.000
.1341951
.2488508
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,563
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,542
= 72,676.728
=
2,562

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3128592
.037672
8.30
0.000
.2389887
.3867298
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B4: Logit model of first marriage to a Jew on type of Israel experience, current age,
parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender
Survey: Logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,842

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F(
6,
1836)
Prob > F

=
1,842
= 54,067.994
=
807
= 22,757.296
=
1,841
=
11.20
=
0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
frstmarjew |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------brionly |
.9284717
.2029247
4.58
0.000
.530485
1.326458
age_w6 |
.0839902
.036284
2.31
0.021
.0128281
.1551523
jewpar3_w6 |
1.649003
.2540991
6.49
0.000
1.150651
2.147356
newcohorts_w6 | -.0268239
.2459585
-0.11
0.913
-.5092108
.4555631
femaledummy | -.0070062
.2092077
-0.03
0.973
-.4173156
.4033032
othergendummy | -1.553402
1.470131
-1.06
0.291
-4.436701
1.329897
_cons | -5.383611
1.445492
-3.72
0.000
-8.218586
-2.548635
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B5: Logit model of first marriage to a Jew on Birthright Israel participation, age at first
marriage, parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, gender, and interaction between
Birthright participation and age at first marriage
Survey: Logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,560

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F( 11,
2549)
Prob > F

=
2,560
= 72,537.586
=
1,525
= 41,226.888
=
2,559
=
9.02
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
frstmarjew |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------jewpar3_w6 |
1.343736
.1926937
6.97
0.000
.9658848
1.721588
|
participant_w6 |
1. yes |
1.164546
.2559447
4.55
0.000
.6626661
1.666426
|
frstmaragecat4new |
under 26 |
1.140797
.3495263
3.26
0.001
.4554141
1.826181
29/32 |
.1581337
.2686355
0.59
0.556
-.3686315
.6848988
33+ |
.272891
.3675328
0.74
0.458
-.4478008
.9935829
|
participant_w6#frstmaragecat4new |
1. yes#under 26 | -.8347883
.4943578
-1.69
0.091
-1.80417
.1345937
1. yes#29/32 | -.3832151
.3478569
-1.10
0.271
-1.065325
.2988945
1. yes#33+ | -1.201439
.4512159
-2.66
0.008
-2.086225
-.3166539
|
newcohorts_w6 | -.3909338
.1528719
-2.56
0.011
-.6906989
-.0911687
femaledummy | -.2213934
.1511126
-1.47
0.143
-.5177087
.0749219
othergendummy |
.0822839
.9627242
0.09
0.932
-1.805514
1.970082
_cons | -1.430352
.2690487
-5.32
0.000
-1.957927
-.9027768
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Table B6: Overall Predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants by age
at first marriage, from model in Table B5
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,560
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,843
= 72,537.586
=
2,559

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participant_w6 =
0
frstmaragecat4new=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.6001093
.0697329
8.61
0.000
.4633706
.736848
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,560
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,843
= 72,537.586
=
2,559

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participant_w6 =
0
frstmaragecat4new=
2
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3241255
.04368
7.42
0.000
.2384739
.4097772
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,560
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,843
= 72,537.586
=
2,559

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participant_w6 =
0
frstmaragecat4new=
3
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3596824
.0421527
8.53
0.000
.2770256
.4423392
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,560
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,843
= 72,537.586
=
2,559

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participant_w6 =
0
frstmaragecat4new=
4
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3865149
.0739202
5.23
0.000
.2415655
.5314643
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,560
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,843
= 72,537.586
=
2,559

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participant_w6 =
1
frstmaragecat4new=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.6760501
.0677247
9.98
0.000
.5432494
.8088509
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,560
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,843
= 72,537.586
=
2,559

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participant_w6 =
1
frstmaragecat4new=
2
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.6057947
.0392444
15.44
0.000
.5288408
.6827486
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,560
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,843
= 72,537.586
=
2,559

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participant_w6 =
1
frstmaragecat4new=
3
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.5509693
.0365133
15.09
0.000
.4793708
.6225679
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,560
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
1,843
= 72,537.586
=
2,559

: Pr(frstmarjew), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participant_w6 =
1
frstmaragecat4new=
4
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3778042
.047431
7.97
0.000
.2847972
.4708112
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B7: Logit model of having a Jewish partner on Birthright Israel participation, current age,
parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender
Survey: Logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,549

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F(
6,
2543)
Prob > F

=
2,549
= 72,187.712
=
1,514
= 40,877.014
=
2,548
=
14.32
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
partnerjew |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------participant_w6 |
.6320471
.141044
4.48
0.000
.3554745
.9086198
age_w6 |
.0327254
.0259339
1.26
0.207
-.0181282
.083579
jewpar3_w6 |
1.3596
.1888721
7.20
0.000
.9892418
1.729959
newcohorts_w6 | -.3197164
.1778952
-1.80
0.072
-.6685503
.0291175
femaledummy | -.1483042
.1492423
-0.99
0.320
-.4409527
.1443443
othergendummy |
-.293752
1.185023
-0.25
0.804
-2.617458
2.029954
_cons | -2.383141
1.022236
-2.33
0.020
-4.387639
-.3786419
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B8: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B7
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,549
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,528
= 72,187.712
=
2,548

: Pr(partnerjew), predict()
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3930702
.0278469
14.12
0.000
.3384653
.4476751
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,549
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,528
= 72,187.712
=
2,548

: Pr(partnerjew), predict()
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.5492454
.0226093
24.29
0.000
.5049109
.5935799
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B9: Multinomial logit model of raising oldest child Jewish on Birthright Israel
participation, current age, parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender (child
level dataset)
Survey: Multinomial logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,394

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F( 12,
1382)
Prob > F

=
2,860
= 64,079.084
=
1,170
= 28,221.183
=
1,393
=
92.19
=
0.0000

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
kidjew |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-----------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------Jew__rel_or_otherwise_ |
participant_w6 |
.6763037
.2634777
2.57
0.010
.1594479
1.19316
parage_w6 |
.0209309
.0465413
0.45
0.653
-.0703678
.1122295
jewpar3_w6 |
1.386848
.2936219
4.72
0.000
.8108593
1.962837
newcohorts_w6 | -.0777255
.3349866
-0.23
0.817
-.7348582
.5794073
femaledummy |
.5813751
.2848235
2.04
0.041
.0226458
1.140104
othergendummy |
-.893595
.9702559
-0.92
0.357
-2.796915
1.009725
_cons | -.3088739
1.834812
-0.17
0.866
-3.908167
3.290419
-----------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------nothing_still_deciding |
participant_w6 |
.4789932
.341264
1.40
0.161
-.1904536
1.14844
parage_w6 |
.0450276
.0627493
0.72
0.473
-.0780658
.168121
jewpar3_w6 | -.1811057
.3683571
-0.49
0.623
-.9037002
.5414888
newcohorts_w6 |
.2328154
.4328778
0.54
0.591
-.6163473
1.081978
femaledummy | -.2029439
.3588638
-0.57
0.572
-.9069158
.5010279
othergendummy | -18.13033
.7418065
-24.44
0.000
-19.5855
-16.67515
_cons | -1.788729
2.449156
-0.73
0.465
-6.593162
3.015704
-----------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------Other_religion
| (base outcome)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B10: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B9
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,394
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,857
= 64,079.084
=
1,393

: Pr(kidjew==Other_religion), predict(outcome(3))
: participan~6
=
0
parage_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1357035
.0248926
5.45
0.000
.0868726
.1845345
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,394
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,857
= 64,079.084
=
1,393

: Pr(kidjew==Other_religion), predict(outcome(3))
: participan~6
=
1
parage_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.0752779
.0144327
5.22
0.000
.0469657
.1035901
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,394
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,857
= 64,079.084
=
1,393

: Pr(kidjew==nothing_still_deciding), predict(outcome(2))
: participan~6
=
0
parage_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.0929274
.0195042
4.76
0.000
.0546666
.1311882
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,394
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,857
= 64,079.084
=
1,393

: Pr(kidjew==nothing_still_deciding), predict(outcome(2))
: participan~6
=
1
parage_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.0832231
.0133582
6.23
0.000
.0570188
.1094275
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,394
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,857
= 64,079.084
=
1,393

: Pr(kidjew==Jew__rel_or_otherwise_), predict(outcome(1))
: participan~6
=
0
parage_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.7713691
.0300229
25.69
0.000
.7124741
.8302641
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,394
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,857
= 64,079.084
=
1,393

: Pr(kidjew==Jew__rel_or_otherwise_), predict(outcome(1))
: participan~6
=
1
parage_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.8414989
.0191351
43.98
0.000
.8039623
.8790356
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B11: Ordered logit model of connection to Israel on Birthright Israel participation, current
age, parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender
Survey: Ordered logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,554

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F(
6,
2548)
Prob > F

=
2,554
= 72,387.098
=
1,777
= 50,096.451
=
2,553
=
16.08
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
conisr_w6 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------participant_w6 |
.8506174
.1244037
6.84
0.000
.606675
1.09456
age_w6 |
.0194832
.0192866
1.01
0.312
-.0183358
.0573021
jewpar3_w6 |
.6523856
.1396184
4.67
0.000
.3786088
.9261623
newcohorts_w6 | -.3610914
.1336006
-2.70
0.007
-.6230679
-.0991149
femaledummy | -.0498537
.1151163
-0.43
0.665
-.2755844
.175877
othergendummy | -.4605876
1.219457
-0.38
0.706
-2.851813
1.930638
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -.5555828
.7452031
-2.016847
.9056812
/cut2 |
1.208517
.7466253
-.2555362
2.672569
/cut3 |
2.707057
.7491608
1.238032
4.176081
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B12: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B11
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==4), predict(outcome(4))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1501752
.0158431
9.48
0.000
.1191086
.1812419
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==4), predict(outcome(4))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2926372
.0163184
17.93
0.000
.2606386
.3246359
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2914208
.0172186
16.92
0.000
.2576569
.3251847
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3566552
.0165213
21.59
0.000
.3242587
.3890517
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3803243
.0200344
18.98
0.000
.3410389
.4196096
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2659993
.0150697
17.65
0.000
.2364493
.2955493
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==1), predict(outcome(1))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1780797
.0177179
10.05
0.000
.1433368
.2128226
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==1), predict(outcome(1))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.0847083
.0082536
10.26
0.000
.0685239
.1008927
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B13: Predicted probabilities by Birthright participation for those with one and two Jewish
parents, from model in Table B11
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==4), predict(outcome(4))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1721052
.018626
9.24
0.000
.1355815
.2086289
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==4), predict(outcome(4))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3273572
.0180014
18.19
0.000
.2920583
.3626561
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3098427
.0177388
17.47
0.000
.2750587
.3446267
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3579732
.0165539
21.62
0.000
.3255128
.3904336
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3625206
.0210881
17.19
0.000
.3211692
.4038721
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2417361
.0148837
16.24
0.000
.2125507
.2709215
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==1), predict(outcome(1))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1555314
.0168954
9.21
0.000
.1224013
.1886616
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==1), predict(outcome(1))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
1
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.0729335
.0074122
9.84
0.000
.0583989
.0874681
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==4), predict(outcome(4))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.0976894
.0139345
7.01
0.000
.0703654
.1250134
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==4), predict(outcome(4))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2022085
.0224924
8.99
0.000
.1581033
.2463136
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2286859
.0204904
11.16
0.000
.1885063
.2688654
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.329248
.0188731
17.45
0.000
.2922397
.3662562
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.4123732
.0194607
21.19
0.000
.374213
.4505335
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3373095
.0223768
15.07
0.000
.293431
.3811881
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==1), predict(outcome(1))
: participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2612515
.0296363
8.82
0.000
.2031379
.3193651
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,387.098
=
2,553

: Pr(conisr_w6==1), predict(outcome(1))
: participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
0
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.131234
.0176273
7.44
0.000
.0966688
.1657993
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B14: Ordered logit model of connection to Israel on type of Israel experience, current age,
parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender
Survey: Ordered logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
1,733

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F(
6,
1727)
Prob > F

=
1,733
= 50,068.93
=
956
= 27,778.283
=
1,732
=
10.23
=
0.0000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
conisr_w6 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------brionly |
1.089168
.1649299
6.60
0.000
.7656849
1.41265
age_w6 | -.0302306
.0262571
-1.15
0.250
-.0817295
.0212683
jewpar3_w6 |
.342918
.1796741
1.91
0.056
-.009483
.6953189
newcohorts_w6 | -.5391146
.1823061
-2.96
0.003
-.8966778
-.1815514
femaledummy | -.1866293
.1583942
-1.18
0.239
-.4972933
.1240348
othergendummy |
1.060493
2.449793
0.43
0.665
-3.744371
5.865356
--------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 |
-2.1416
1.021405
-4.144916
-.1382836
/cut2 | -.2191208
1.023691
-2.226922
1.78868
/cut3 |
1.502795
1.025243
-.508049
3.513639
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B15: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B14
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,733
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,279
50,068.93
1,732

: Pr(conisr_w6==4), predict(outcome(4))
: brionly
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.0634425
.0110109
5.76
0.000
.0418465
.0850385
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,733
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,279
50,068.93
1,732

: Pr(conisr_w6==4), predict(outcome(4))
: brionly
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1675754
.0182436
9.19
0.000
.1317936
.2033573
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,733
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,279
50,068.93
1,732

: Pr(conisr_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: brionly
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.211406
.0227935
9.27
0.000
.1667002
.2561117
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,733
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,279
50,068.93
1,732

: Pr(conisr_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: brionly
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3621412
.0237812
15.23
0.000
.3154984
.4087841
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,733
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,279
50,068.93
1,732

: Pr(conisr_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: brionly
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.4467327
.0237251
18.83
0.000
.4001999
.4932655
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,733
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,279
50,068.93
1,732

: Pr(conisr_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: brionly
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3553678
.0219389
16.20
0.000
.3123383
.3983973
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,733
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,279
50,068.93
1,732

: Pr(conisr_w6==1), predict(outcome(1))
: brionly
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2784188
.0286451
9.72
0.000
.2222361
.3346015
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
1,733
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
=
=

1,279
50,068.93
1,732

: Pr(conisr_w6==1), predict(outcome(1))
: brionly
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1149155
.0131545
8.74
0.000
.0891151
.1407159
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B16: Ordered logit model of participation in event sponsored by Jewish organization on
Birthright Israel participation, current age, parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort,
and gender
Survey: Ordered logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,554

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F(
6,
2548)
Prob > F

=
2,554
= 72,328.386
=
1,777
= 50,037.739
=
2,553
=
16.76
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
jcultevnt_w6 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------jewpar3_w6 |
.7777984
.1449196
5.37
0.000
.4936264
1.06197
participant_w6 |
.4385698
.1150515
3.81
0.000
.2129661
.6641734
age_w6 |
.0077032
.0212874
0.36
0.717
-.0340391
.0494455
newcohorts_w6 | -.5846538
.1467518
-3.98
0.000
-.8724185
-.2968892
femaledummy |
.6332109
.1259749
5.03
0.000
.3861874
.8802343
othergendummy |
.0147857
.6112652
0.02
0.981
-1.18384
1.213412
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 |
.8832909
.8242868
-.7330477
2.49963
/cut2 |
2.921691
.8340786
1.286152
4.557231
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B17: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B16
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,328.386
=
2,553

: Pr(jcultevnt_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1157934
.0121057
9.57
0.000
.0920555
.1395314
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,328.386
=
2,553

: Pr(jcultevnt_w6==3), predict(outcome(3))
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1687779
.013807
12.22
0.000
.1417038
.195852
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,328.386
=
2,553

: Pr(jcultevnt_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.3855859
.0182963
21.07
0.000
.3497089
.4214629
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,554
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,537
= 72,328.386
=
2,553

: Pr(jcultevnt_w6==2), predict(outcome(2))
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.4404546
.0169339
26.01
0.000
.4072489
.4736602
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B18: Multinomial logit model of proportion of Jewish friends on Birthright Israel
participation, current age, parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender
Survey: Multinomial logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,555

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F( 12,
2543)
Prob > F

=
2,555
= 72,385.988
=
1,778
= 50,095.341
=
2,554
=
6.72
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
jwfrnd3_w6 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------None__a_few
| (base outcome)
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------Half
|
jewpar3_w6 |
.8419974
.1952502
4.31
0.000
.4591326
1.224862
participant_w6 |
.1605412
.154322
1.04
0.298
-.1420679
.4631502
age_w6 |
.0316463
.0285037
1.11
0.267
-.0242463
.087539
newcohorts_w6 | -.0023557
.198593
-0.01
0.991
-.3917754
.3870641
femaledummy | -.0157418
.1655907
-0.10
0.924
-.3404475
.3089639
othergendummy |
1.327146
.7501044
1.77
0.077
-.1437288
2.79802
_cons | -2.624551
1.115516
-2.35
0.019
-4.811958
-.4371432
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------Most__all
|
jewpar3_w6 |
1.384269
.2556147
5.42
0.000
.8830363
1.885502
participant_w6 |
.6080233
.1585227
3.84
0.000
.2971772
.9188694
age_w6 |
.0155168
.0279104
0.56
0.578
-.0392124
.0702461
newcohorts_w6 | -.4578812
.1948784
-2.35
0.019
-.840017
-.0757454
femaledummy | -.0694357
.1634749
-0.42
0.671
-.3899926
.2511212
othergendummy | -.8038988
1.054003
-0.76
0.446
-2.870687
1.262889
_cons | -2.596043
1.12145
-2.31
0.021
-4.795087
-.3969989
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B19: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B18
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,555
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,538
= 72,385.988
=
2,554

: Pr(jwfrnd3_w6==Most__all), predict(outcome(3))
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.1643352
.0179248
9.17
0.000
.1291867
.1994838
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,555
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,538
= 72,385.988
=
2,554

: Pr(jwfrnd3_w6==Most__all), predict(outcome(3))
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2556734
.0187542
13.63
0.000
.2188985
.2924484
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,555
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,538
= 72,385.988
=
2,554

: Pr(jwfrnd3_w6==Half), predict(outcome(2))
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2474609
.022284
11.10
0.000
.2037643
.2911575
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,555
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,538
= 72,385.988
=
2,554

: Pr(jwfrnd3_w6==Half), predict(outcome(2))
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.2461061
.017655
13.94
0.000
.2114865
.2807258
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B20: Multinomial logit model of proportion of attending Jewish religious services on
Birthright Israel participation, current age, parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort,
and gender
Survey: Multinomial logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,550

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F( 12,
2538)
Prob > F

=
2,550
= 72,294.866
=
1,773
= 50,004.219
=
2,549
=
7.56
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
relserv3_w6 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------Never
| (base outcome)
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_Monthly
|
jewpar3_w6 |
1.101277
.1699576
6.48
0.000
.7680078
1.434546
participant_w6 |
.4943925
.1439129
3.44
0.001
.2121944
.7765905
age_w6 |
.0083286
.026235
0.32
0.751
-.0431154
.0597726
newcohorts_w6 |
.1447776
.1885772
0.77
0.443
-.2250025
.5145577
femaledummy |
.1741511
.1568373
1.11
0.267
-.1333905
.4816927
othergendummy | -.5681914
.726992
-0.78
0.435
-1.993746
.8573636
_cons | -.7941912
1.03737
-0.77
0.444
-2.828366
1.239983
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------Monthly_
|
jewpar3_w6 |
1.115574
.2611899
4.27
0.000
.6034079
1.62774
participant_w6 |
.8032201
.2044394
3.93
0.000
.4023358
1.204104
age_w6 |
.0501772
.0359001
1.40
0.162
-.0202191
.1205734
newcohorts_w6 | -.6781696
.2502568
-2.71
0.007
-1.168897
-.1874422
femaledummy |
.1177961
.2084116
0.57
0.572
-.2908772
.5264693
othergendummy | -1.079849
1.035386
-1.04
0.297
-3.110132
.9504345
_cons | -3.688716
1.420526
-2.60
0.009
-6.474219
-.9032128
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B21: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B20
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,550
Model VCE
: Linearized
1._predict
2._predict
3._predict
at

:
:
:
:

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,533
= 72,294.866
=
2,549

Pr(relserv3_w6==Never), predict(pr outcome(1))
Pr(relserv3_w6==_Monthly), predict(pr outcome(2))
Pr(relserv3_w6==Monthly_), predict(pr outcome(3))
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_predict |
1 |
.3454095
.0241032
14.33
0.000
.2981456
.3926733
2 |
.5649028
.0252954
22.33
0.000
.5153012
.6145044
3 |
.0896877
.0140571
6.38
0.000
.0621232
.1172523
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,550
Model VCE
: Linearized
1._predict
2._predict
3._predict
at

:
:
:
:

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,533
= 72,294.866
=
2,549

Pr(relserv3_w6==Never), predict(pr outcome(1))
Pr(relserv3_w6==_Monthly), predict(pr outcome(2))
Pr(relserv3_w6==Monthly_), predict(pr outcome(3))
jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_predict |
1 |
.2346825
.0169805
13.82
0.000
.2013856
.2679794
2 |
.6292628
.0196182
32.08
0.000
.5907936
.667732
3 |
.1360547
.0144674
9.40
0.000
.1076856
.1644238
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B22: Logit model of celebrating Rosh Hashanah on Birthright Israel participation, current
age, parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender
Survey: Logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,555

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F(
6,
2549)
Prob > F

=
2,555
= 72,385.988
=
1,778
= 50,095.341
=
2,554
=
12.41
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
jholrh_w6 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------jewpar3_w6 |
1.155919
.1679223
6.88
0.000
.8266413
1.485197
participant_w6 |
.5220347
.1443729
3.62
0.000
.2389349
.8051346
age_w6 |
.0305909
.0267348
1.14
0.253
-.0218331
.0830149
newcohorts_w6 |
.1407086
.1893644
0.74
0.458
-.2306148
.5120319
femaledummy |
.5030832
.1585231
3.17
0.002
.1922363
.8139301
othergendummy |
-.086211
.652104
-0.13
0.895
-1.364917
1.192495
_cons | -1.357331
1.044456
-1.30
0.194
-3.405398
.6907368
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B23: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B22
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,555
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,538
= 72,385.988
=
2,554

: Pr(jholrh_w6), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.7181037
.0224953
31.92
0.000
.6739929
.7622145
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,555
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,538
= 72,385.988
=
2,554

: Pr(jholrh_w6), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.8110902
.0153121
52.97
0.000
.7810647
.8411156
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table B24: Logit model of celebrating Passover on Birthright Israel participation, current age,
parental marriage type, Birthright applicant cohort, and gender
Survey: Logistic regression
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

1
2,555

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df
F(
6,
2549)
Prob > F

=
2,555
= 72,385.988
=
1,778
= 50,095.341
=
2,554
=
12.12
=
0.0000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Linearized
jholpssvr_w6 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
---------------+---------------------------------------------------------------jewpar3_w6 |
1.254661
.1833223
6.84
0.000
.8951853
1.614136
participant_w6 |
.5573392
.1643988
3.39
0.001
.2349707
.8797077
age_w6 |
.0224238
.0310997
0.72
0.471
-.0385595
.0834071
newcohorts_w6 |
.2039837
.2179732
0.94
0.349
-.2234385
.631406
femaledummy |
.5728706
.1769779
3.24
0.001
.2258359
.9199054
othergendummy | -.5104402
.6492578
-0.79
0.432
-1.783565
.7626851
_cons | -.7076283
1.214631
-0.58
0.560
-3.08939
1.674134
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table B25: Overall predicted probabilities for Birthright participants and nonparticipants, from
model in Table B24
Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,555
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,538
= 72,385.988
=
2,554

: Pr(jholpssvr_w6), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
0
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.8075056
.0201298
40.12
0.000
.7680333
.846978
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted predictions
Number of strata
=
1
Number of PSUs
=
2,555
Model VCE
: Linearized
Expression
at

Number of obs
Population size
Design df

=
2,538
= 72,385.988
=
2,554

: Pr(jholpssvr_w6), predict()
: jewpar3_w6
=
.7509949
participan~6
=
1
age_w6
=
35.71349
newcohorts~6
=
.5100988
femaledummy
=
.5175961
othergendu~y
=
.0041767

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Delta-method
|
Margin
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------_cons |
.8798724
.0121535
72.40
0.000
.8560407
.9037041
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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LTW6(2019)
Welcome
Welcome {if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5=="0", 'to','back to')} Brandeis University's long-term study of
{if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_4==1,'Birthright Israel participants','Jewish adults')} in their {if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_8==0, '20s
and 30s', '30s and 40s')}. {if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_6=="10",'It has been 10 years since we were last in touch and we are
eager to learn about all that is new in your life.', if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_6=="9",'It has been 9 years since we were last in
touch and we are eager to learn about all that is new in your life.', if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_6=="7",'It has been 7 years
since we were last in touch and we are eager to learn about all that is new in your life.', if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_6=="6",'It
has been 6 years since we were last in touch and we are eager to learn about all that is new in your life.',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_6=="3",'It has been 3 years since we were last in touch and we are eager to learn about all that is
new in your life.',if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_6=="2",'It has been 2 years since we were last in touch and we are eager to learn
about all that is new in your life.'''))))))} You were specifically selected to participate in this study and we value
your{if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 ge "1", ' continued','')} participation.

What to Expect
In the survey we will ask you about your career, relationships, and family. We will also ask about your views about politics,
religion and Israel. The survey will take about 20 minutes to complete and when you are done you will receive a $25
Amazon.com gift card to thank you for your time.

How to Complete the Survey
We encourage you to complete the survey on a laptop or desktop computer as completing the survey on a mobile device
might take longer. Completing the survey in one sitting is preferable, but you may stop at any point and the survey will pick
up where you left off on your next session.

Confidentiality
This survey is conducted by the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis University. Your individual
responses will be kept strictly confidential, the data will be used in ways that do not identify individuals and only aggregate
data will be reported. Your participation in the survey is entirely voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer specific
questions, and you may conclude the survey at any point. Your contact information will only be used for the purpose of this
study.

Questions and Concerns
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the survey, please contact us at study@brandeis.edu
(mailto:study@brandeis.edu) or call Stevie Howland at 781-736-3821. You may also contact the Brandeis Committee for
the Protection of Human Subjects (781-736-8133, irb@brandeis.edu (mailto:irb@brandeis.edu)). This committee works to
safeguard the interests of individuals who participate in Brandeis-sponsored research.

To start the survey click on the "Next" button below.
There are 510 questions in this survey

Country
[]To begin please tell us where you live.
[]Do you currently live in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

The United States
Canada
Israel
Another country (please specify):

[]What is the ZIP code where you currently live?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((country.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3144/qid/68510) == "1"))
Please write your answer here:

[]What is the postal code where you currently live?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((country.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3144/qid/68510) == "2"))
Please write your answer here:
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United States
[]Next we'll ask a few questions about news and politics.
[]How closely do you follow U.S. politics on TV, radio, newspapers, or the Internet?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
Not very closely
Fairly closely
Very closely

[]In the PAST YEAR, have you...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Participated in a protest march, rally, or demonstration
Signed a petition about a political or social issue
Called, written, or visited an elected official
Boycotted a company or brand
Donated money to an organization concerned with a political or social issue
Attended a meeting of any level of government
Submitted a letter to the editor or opinion piece to a media publication
Posted/shared political content on social media
None of the above

[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There is too much criticism of the United States in the
world,
and we as Americans should not criticize it
The United States is virtually always right
I oppose some United States policies because I care
about
my country and want to improve it
If I criticize the United States, I do so because I love it

[]To what extent do you feel a connection to the United States?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]In terms of political views, people often classify themselves as "liberal" or
"conservative." Where would you place yourself on this scale?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Extremely liberal
Liberal
Slightly liberal
Moderate
Slightly conservative
Conservative
Extremely conservative

Israel
[]
We'll continue with a few questions about Israel.

https://cmjssurvey.com/index.php?r=admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/552233
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[]You indicated that you currently live in Israel. What year did you move to Israel?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
country.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3144/qid/68510) == "3"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972

[]{if(country.NAOK==3, 'Before you moved to Israel,', 'Over the course of your
life,')} how many times {if(country.NAOK=="3", 'had', 'have')} you been to Israel?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never

https://cmjssurvey.com/index.php?r=admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/552233
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Once
Twice
Three or more times

[]{if(country.NAOK==3, 'Before you moved to Israel, had', 'Have')} you been to
Israel...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((isrvisit.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/69012) == "1" or isrvisit.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/69012) == "2" or isrvisit.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/69012) == "3"))
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

On a Birthright trip
On another organized peer trip during college
On an organized peer trip during high school
For a semester or year abroad program
For an alternative break service program
On a post-college peer trip
On a trip with your family
On a work or business trip
On a vacation
On another type of trip

[]What other kind of trip did you take to Israel?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrexp_other.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/69013) == "Y"
Please write your answer here:

[]When did you go on a Birthright trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrexp_bri.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/69013) == "Y"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Summer

Winter

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

20

[]
{sum(isrexp_bri.NAOK=="Y",isrexp_collegetrip.NAOK=="Y",isrexp_hstrip.NAOK=="Y",isrexp_abroad.NAO
isrexp_other.NAOK=="Y")}
[]
{if(isrexp_bri.NAOK=="Y" and isrvisit.NAOK==3 and isrcalc.NAOK ge "1",'4',
if(is_empty(isrexp_bri.NAOK) and isrvisit.NAOK ge "2" and isrcalc.NAOK ge "1",'3',
if(isrcalc.NAOK ge "1"and isrvisit.NAOK==2 and isrexp_bri.NAOK=="Y",'2',
if(is_empty(isrexp_bri.NAOK) and isrvisit.NAOK==1 and isrcalc.NAOK ge
"1",'1','0'))))}
[]Thinking about your trip to Israel, was it...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrcalcEQ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/71202) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Before {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}
After {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}

[]Thinking about your trip to Israel, other than your Birthright trip, was it...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrcalcEQ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/71202) == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Before your Birthright trip
After your Birthright trip

[]Thinking about your trips to Israel, were they...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrcalcEQ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/71202) == 3
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Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Before {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}
After {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}
Both before and after {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}

[]Thinking about your trips to Israel, other than your Birthright trip, were they...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrcalcEQ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/71202) == 4
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Before your Birthright trip
After your Birthright trip
Both before and after your Birthright trip

[]
In the PAST MONTH, how often have you actively sought news about Israel?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Once a week
Every few days
Once a day
Several times a day

[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There is too much criticism of Israel in the world,
and we as Jews should not criticize it
Israel is virtually always right
I oppose some of the Israeli government’s policies
because
I care about Israel and want to improve it
If I criticize Israel, I do so because I love it

[]As part of a permanent settlement with the Palestinians, should Israel be willing
to...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Dismantle all of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle some of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle none of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Don't know

[]Thinking about the settlements in the West Bank, what is the MAIN reason you
don't know what Israel should be willing to do?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
westbank.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3050/qid/71923) == 4
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about the topic
The situation is very complicated
Other reason:

Demographics
[]Next, tell us a little about yourself.
[]In what month and year were you born?
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Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

January

February

March

April

May

June

Month
July
August

September

October

November

December

1970

1971

1972

1973

[]Are you...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]Do you consider yourself...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Heterosexual/Straight
Gay or lesbian
Bisexual
Queer
Transgender
Other:

[]Do you describe yourself as...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Middle Eastern or North African
Black/African American
East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese)
South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Sri Lankan)
Southeast Asian (e.g., Cambodian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Filipino)
Other Asian
White/Caucasian
Other:

[]Are you...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Mexican American/Chicano/a
Puerto Rican
Other Latino/a
None of the above

Education & Career
[]
Now {if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5=="0", "we'll ask about", "let's catch up on")} your
education and employment status.
[]Are you currently a student in a degree-granting program at a college or
university?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not a student
Yes, a student

[]What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((( ! is_empty(student.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68537)) && (student.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68537) == "1"))))
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Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)
Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)
Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)
Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)
Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)
Other:

[]Are you currently a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((schooltype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68538) == "2"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

First year (Freshman)
Second year (Sophomore)
Third year (Junior)
Fourth year (Senior)
Other. Please specify:

[]What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

High school or less
Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)
Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)
Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)
Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)
Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)
Other. Please explain:

[]Are you now...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Not employed

[]Do you think of your current job as...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((employ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68541) == "1" or employ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68541) == "2"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

A career
A stepping stone to a career
Just a job to get you by

Family
[]Next we will ask about your current family situation.
[]
We'll begin with asking you about your parent(s) or the adult(s) who raised you.
What is the best way to refer to them?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Mother

Father

Other

None

Parent 1
Parent 2
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[]{if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none"), 'momnone',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'nonemom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == ""), 'dadnone',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'nonedad',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr", 'momdad',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr", 'dadmom',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr", 'twomoms',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr", 'twodads',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr", 'momguard',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr", 'guardmom',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr", 'dadguard',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr", 'guarddad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none"), 'guardnone',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr"), 'noneguard',
if(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr", 'twoguards',
'none')))))))))))))))}
[]Who is this other person who raised you? We will refer to him/her as your
guardian.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "noneguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardnone"
Please write your answer here:

[]Who are the people who raised you? We will refer to them as your guardians.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Please write your answer here:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="momnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonemom" or
famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'Is your MOTHER still living?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="dadnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonedad" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'Is your FATHER still living?', 'Is your GUARDIAN still
living?'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonemom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonedad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "noneguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, deceased
Yes, living

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Is your
FATHER still living?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"guardmom", 'Is your MOTHER still living?', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or
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famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Is your GUARDIAN still living?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twomoms", 'Is your OTHER MOTHER still living?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads",
'Is your OTHER FATHER still living?', 'Is your OTHER GUARDIAN still living?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, deceased
Yes, living

[]Are you...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Married
In a civil union
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Never been married

[]What is your formal marital status?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == 3
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never been married
Married
Divorced
Widowed

[]Altogether, {if (marital.NAOK == 1 OR marital.NAOK == 2, "including your
current" , "")} {if (marital.NAOK == 2, "civil union," , if (marital.NAOK == 1,
"marriage," , ""))} how many times have you been {if (marital.NAOK == 2, "married
or in a civil union" , "married")}?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "1" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "2" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "2" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1
2
3
4 or more

[]How many children (biological, adopted, and/or step) do you have living with you
at least part time?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

0
Expecting first child
1
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8 or more

[]{if(countchild.NAOK==9,'0', if(countchild.NAOK==1,'1', if(countchild.NAOK==2,'2',
if(countchild.NAOK==3,'3', if(countchild.NAOK==4,'4', if(countchild.NAOK==5,'5',
if(countchild.NAOK==6,'6',
if(countchild.NAOK==7,'7',if(countchild.NAOK==8,'8',"0")))))))))}
[]{if(marital.NAOK==1 or marital.NAOK==2 or (marital.NAOK==3 and
fmarital.NAOK==2), '1',if(marital.NAOK==4 or marital.NAOK==5 or
(marital.NAOK==3 and fmarital.NAOK==3 or fmarital.NAOK==4),'2', "0"))}

Spouse Names
[]
We would like to ask you about your {if(spequation.NAOK==1 and
nummar.NAOK==1, 'spouse', if((spequation.NAOK==1 and nummar.NAOK ge "2")
and (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 ge "1"), 'current spouse', if(((spequation.NAOK==1 and
nummar.NAOK ge "2") and (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5=="0")), 'current spouse as well as
your first spouse', if(spequation.NAOK==2 and nummar.NAOK ge "2", 'first spouse',
if(spequation.NAOK==2 and nummar.NAOK==1, 'former spouse','')))))}. So that we
can refer to them later, please write their name or initials in the space below.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
spequation.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/71078) == 1 or spequation.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/71078) == 2

[]{if(spequation.NAOK==1 and nummar.NAOK==1,'Spouse's name',
if(spequation.NAOK==1 and nummar.NAOK ge "2", 'Current spouse's name',''))}:
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(spequation.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/71078) == 1 and nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) ge 1)
Please write your answer here:

[]
{if(spequation.NAOK==1 and nummar.NAOK ge "2", 'First', if(spequation.NAOK==2
and nummar.NAOK ge "2", 'First', if(spequation.NAOK==2 and nummar.NAOK==1,
'Former','')))} spouse's name:
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(((spequation.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/71078) == 2 and nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) ge "1") or (spequation.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/71078) == 1 and nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) ge "2") or (spequation.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/71078) == 2 and nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == 1))) and (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == "0")
Please write your answer here:

Current Spouse - Info
[]The following questions refer to {spcname}.
[]Is {spcname}....?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]In what month and year was {spcname} born?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_16 == "0"
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Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

1960
or
earlier

1961

1962

1963

[]What is {spcname}'s present religion, if any?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]What are {spcname}'s current religions?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
spcrelignow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69058) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, does {spcname} consider {if(spcfemale.NAOK== 1, 'herself',
if(spcfemale.NAOK==0, 'himself', 'themselves'))} Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Atheist or agnostic' or 'Nothing in particular ' or 'Other' or 'Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)' at question '59 [spcrelignow]' (What is
{spcname}'s present religion, if any?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Did {spcname} ever formally convert to Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(((spcrelignow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69058) == "1")) or ((spcnorelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69059) == "1" or spcnorelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69059) == "2"))) and (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_19 == "0")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't convert
Yes, converted
In the process of converting

[]In what year did that conversion take place?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes, converted' at question '62 [spcjconv]' (Did {spcname} ever formally convert to Judaism?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1972 or earlier
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
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1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

[]Thinking about {spcname}'s parents, are they still living?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father

[]Thinking about {spcname}'s parents, {if(spclivepar=="1", 'are', 'were')} either of
them Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_17 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:
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[]In what religion was {spcname} raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_17 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]In what religions was {spcname} raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
spcchrelig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69064) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, would {spcname} say {if(spcfemale.NAOK== 1, 'she was',
if(spcfemale.NAOK==0, 'he was', 'they were'))} raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(spcchrelig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69064) == "-oth-" or spcchrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69064) == "2" or spcchrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69064) == "3" or spcchrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69064) == "4")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]{if(((spcrelignow.NAOK == "1") and (( ! is_empty(spcjconv.NAOK) &&
(spcjconv.NAOK == "0"))) and (spcjpar.NAOK == "4")),'1',if(((spcnorelig.NAOK ==
"1" or spcnorelig.NAOK == "2") and (( ! is_empty(spcjconv.NAOK) &&
(spcjconv.NAOK == "0"))) and ((spcjpar.NAOK == "4"))),'0',''))}
[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way {spcname}
considers {if(spcfemale.NAOK== 1, 'herself', if(spcfemale.NAOK==0, 'himself',
'themselves'))} to be Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(spcrelequation.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/71895) == 1 or spcrelequation.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/71895) == "0") and ((spcchrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69064) == 1) or ( ! is_empty(spcchreligoth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/70365)) or ! is_empty(spcchreligoth_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/70365)) or ! is_empty(spcchreligoth_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/70365)) or ! is_empty(spcrelraised.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69065))))
Please write your answer here:

[]Has {spcname} ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(((spcjpar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69063) == "1" or spcjpar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69063) == "2" or spcjpar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69063) == "3") or (spcjconv.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69060) == "1") or (spcrelignow.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69058) == "1" or spcchrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69064) == "1"))) and ((TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_20 == "0"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, hasn't gone
Yes, has gone

[]{spclivepar}

Current Spouse - Wedding
[]Next we want to learn a little about your relationship with {spcname}.
[]Did you and {spcname} live together as a couple before you got married?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_21 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't live together
Yes, lived together

[]In what month and year did you and {spcname} start living together?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(spccohbt.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3085/qid/69050) == "1")
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

January

February

March

April

May

June

Month
July
August

September

October

November

December

1987

1988

1989

1990

1987

1988

1989

1990

[]BEFORE you got married, to what extent did you and {spcname} discuss what role
religion would play in your household once married?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_18 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]In what month and year did you and {spcname} get married?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_18 == "0"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

January

February

March

April

May

June

Month
July
August

September

October

November

December

[]Did any of the following officiate at your wedding ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_18 == "0"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A rabbi or cantor
A non-Jewish clergy member
A non-religious officiant, such as a justice of the peace or a friend
Another type of officiant

[]What type of officiant was that?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
wedoff_oth (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3085/qid/69054) == "Y"
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Please write your answer here:

Current Spouse - Other
[]In the PAST YEAR, to what extent have you and {spcname} discussed the role
religion plays in your lives?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]
In general, how satisfied are you with your relationship with {spcname}?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Mostly
Almost completely
Completely

First Spouse
[]So that we have a complete history of your marital relationships, please answer the
following questions about {spfirstname}.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "2" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "3" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "4")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))

[]Was {spfirstname}...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "2" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "3" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "4")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]In what month and year was {spfirstname} born?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "2" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "3" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "4")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
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Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

1960
or
earlier

1961

1962

1963

[]Did you and {spfirstname} live together as a couple before you got married?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) ge "2")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't live together
Yes, lived together

[]In what month and year did you and {spfirstname} start living together?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sp1cohbt.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70306) == "1"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

January

February

March

April

May

June

Month
July
August

September

October

November

December

1987

1988

1989

1990

1987

1988

1989

1990

[]BEFORE you got married, to what extent did you and {spfirstname} discuss what
role religion would play in your household once married?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "2" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "3" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "4")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]In what month and year did you and {spfirstname} get married?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "2" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "3" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "4")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

January

February

March

April

May

June

Month
July
August

September

October

November

December

[]What was {spfirstname}'s religion, if any, at the time you were married?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "2" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "3" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "4")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]What were {spfirstname}'s religions at the time you were married?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sp1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70312) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, did {spfirstname} consider {if(sp1female.NAOK== 1, 'herself'
, if(sp1female.NAOK==0,'himself', 'themselves'))} Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)' or 'Atheist or agnostic' or 'Nothing in particular' or 'Other' at question '89 [sp1relig]' (What was
{spfirstname}'s religion, if any, at the time you were married?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Did {spfirstname} ever formally convert to Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
-------- Scenario 1 -------Answer was 'Jewish' at question '89 [sp1relig]' (What was {spfirstname}'s religion, if any, at the time you were married?)
-------- or Scenario 2 -------Answer was 'Yes' or 'Yes, partially Jewish' at question '91 [sp1norelig]' (ASIDE from religion, did {spfirstname} consider {if(sp1female.NAOK== 1, 'herself' ,
if(sp1female.NAOK==0,'himself', 'themselves'))} Jewish or partially Jewish?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't convert
Yes, converted
In the process of converting

[]In what year did that conversion take place?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(sp1jconv.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70314) == "1")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1972 or earlier
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
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1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

[]Thinking about {spfirstname}'s parents, were either of them Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "2" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "3" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "4")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]In what religion was {spfirstname} raised?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "2" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "3" or nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "4")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3" or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]In what religions was {spfirstname} raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sp1chrelig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70317) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, would {spfirstname} say {if(sp1female.NAOK == 1, 'she was',
if(sp1female.NAOK==0, 'he was', 'they were'))} raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)' or 'Atheist or agnostic' or 'Nothing in particular' or 'Other' at question '95 [sp1chrelig]' (In what religion was
{spfirstname} raised?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]{if(((sp1relig.NAOK == "1") and (( ! is_empty(sp1jconv.NAOK) &&
(sp1jconv.NAOK == "0"))) and (sp1jpar.NAOK == "4")),'1',if(((sp1norelig.NAOK ==
"1" or sp1norelig.NAOK == "2") and (( ! is_empty(sp1jconv.NAOK) &&
(sp1jconv.NAOK == "0"))) and ((sp1jpar.NAOK == "4"))),'0',''))}
[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way
{spfirstname} considered {if(sp1female.NAOK== 1, 'herself',
if(sp1female.NAOK==0, 'himself', 'themselves'))} to be Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(sp1relequation.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/71897) == 1 or sp1relequation.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/71897) == "0") and ((sp1chrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70317) == 1) or ( ! is_empty(sp1chreligoth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70371)) or ! is_empty(sp1chreligoth_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70371)) or ! is_empty(sp1chreligoth_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70371)) or ! is_empty(sp1relraised.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70318))))
Please write your answer here:

[]Did {spfirstname} ever go on a Birthright Israel trip?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((sp1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70312) == "1")) or ((sp1jpar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70316) == "1" or sp1jpar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70316) == "2" or sp1jpar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70316) == "3")) or ((sp1chrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70317) == "1")) or ((sp1jconv.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70314) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't go
Yes, did go

[]Did your marriage with {spfirstname} end in...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
nummar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) ge "2"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Divorce
Widowhood

[]In what month and year did you get divorced?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((sp1end.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70321) == "1")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "3") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

January

February

March

April

May

June

Month
July
August

September

October

November

December

1987

1988

1989

1990

December

1987

1988

1989

1990

[]In what month and year were you widowed?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((sp1end.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3091/qid/70321) == "2")) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1")) or ((fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == "4") and (nummar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69945) == "1"))
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

January

February

March

April

May

June

Month
July
August

September

October

November

Relationships
[]Do you currently have a significant other?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == 4 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == 5 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == 6 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == 1 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == 3 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552) == 4) or (marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == 3 and is_empty(fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68552)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, don't have
Yes, have

[]Are you and your significant other...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == 1
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Living together
Formally engaged or planning to get married
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None of the above

[]In what month and year did you start living together?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554) == "Y"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

January

February

March

April

May

June

Month
July
August

September

October

November

December

1987

1988

1989

1990

[]
So that we can refer to your
{if(socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y",'fiance','significant other')} later on, please
write their name or initials in the space below.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554) == "Y" or socommitted_engaged.NAOK
(/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554) == "Y"
Please write your answer here:

Significant Other
[]The following questions refer to {soname}.
[]Is {soname}...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]In what month and year was {soname} born?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

1960
or
earlier

1961

1962

1963

[]What is {soname}'s present religion, if any?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]What are {soname}'s current religions?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sorelignow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70292) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, does {soname} consider {if(sofemale == 1 , 'herself' ,
if(sofemale==0, 'himself', 'themselves'))} Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)' or 'Atheist or agnostic' or 'Nothing in particular ' or 'Other' at question '111 [sorelignow]' (What is
{soname}'s present religion, if any?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
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No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Did {soname} ever formally convert to Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
-------- Scenario 1 -------Answer was 'Jewish' at question '111 [sorelignow]' (What is {soname}'s present religion, if any?)
-------- or Scenario 2 -------Answer was 'Yes' or 'Yes, partially Jewish' at question '113 [sonorelig]' (ASIDE from religion, does {soname} consider {if(sofemale == 1 , 'herself' , if(sofemale==0,
'himself', 'themselves'))} Jewish or partially Jewish?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't convert
Yes, converted
In the process of converting

[]In what year did that conversion take place?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes, converted' at question '114 [sojconv]' (Did {soname} ever formally convert to Judaism?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1972 or earlier
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
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2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

[]Thinking about {soname}'s parents, are they still living?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father

[]Thinking about {soname}'s parents, {if(solivingparents.NAOK==1,'are', 'were')}
either of them Jewish?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]In what religion was {soname} raised?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]In what religions was {soname} raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sochrelig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70298) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, would {soname} say {if(sofemale == 1, 'she was' ,
if(sofemale.NAOK==0, 'he was', 'they were'))} raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)' or 'Atheist or agnostic' or 'Nothing in particular' or 'Other' at question '118 [sochrelig]' (In what religion was
{soname} raised?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
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[]{if(((sorelignow.NAOK == "1") and (( ! is_empty(sojconv.NAOK) &&
(sojconv.NAOK == "0"))) and (sojpar.NAOK == "4")),'1',if(((sonorelig.NAOK == "1"
or sonorelig.NAOK == "2") and (( ! is_empty(sojconv.NAOK) && (sojconv.NAOK ==
"0"))) and ((sojpar.NAOK == "4"))),'0',''))}
[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way {soname}
considers {if (sofemale.NAOK== 1, 'herself', if(sofemale.NAOK==0,'himself',
'themselves'))} to be Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(sorelequation.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/71896) == 1 or sorelequation.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/71896) == "0") and ((sochrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70298) == 1) or ( ! is_empty(sochreloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70355)) or ! is_empty(sochreloth_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70355)) or ! is_empty(sochreloth_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70355)) or ! is_empty(sochrelraised.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70299))))
Please write your answer here:

[]Has {soname} ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(sojconv.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70294) == "1" or sorelignow.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70292) == "1" or sojpar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70297) == "1" or sojpar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70297) == "2" or sojpar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70297) == "3" or sochrelig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/70298) == "1")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, hasn't gone
Yes, has gone

[]
To what extent have you and {soname} discussed what role religion
{if(socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y",'will play in your household once
married','would play in your household in the future')}?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]In general, how satisfied are you with your relationship with {soname}?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Mostly
Almost completely
Completely

Your religion
[]
The next few questions are about your religion.
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[]What is your CURRENT religion, if any?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]What are your current religions?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68696) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Other:

[]ASIDE from religion, do you consider yourself Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((( ! is_empty(relnow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68696))) and relnow.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68696) != 1 and relnow.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68696) != 5) or ((is_empty(relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68697))) and (relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68697) == "Y" or relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68697) != "")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]{if((relnow.NAOK ==1 or relother_jew.NAOK == "Y" or jewaside.NAOK ==1 or
jewaside.NAOK ==2), 1, 0)}
[]Have you ever formally converted to Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(((relnow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68696) == "1")) or ((jewaside.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68700) == "1" or jewaside.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68700) == "2"))) and TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_24 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't convert
Yes, converted

[]In what year did that conversion take place?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
convert.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68702) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1972 or earlier
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
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1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

[]Do you consider yourself to be...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68701) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Secular/culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Other. Please specify:

[]To what extent do you feel that being Jewish is part of your daily life?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much
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Other Religion
[]
How and when did you start identifying with your current religion? Please explain.
Please write your answer here:

Views
[]
Now we’ll ask you about some of your views.
[]How important are the following in your life?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all
important

Not too
important

Not at all

A little

Somewhat
important

Very
important

Spirituality
Religion
Being Jewish

[]To what extent do you...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Somewhat

Very much

Feel a connection to Jewish history
Feel a connection to Israel
Feel part of a worldwide Jewish community
Feel a connection to the Jewish community where you live
Feel a connection to Jewish customs and traditions
Feel a connection to other Jews your age

Antisemitism
[]How concerned are you about antisemitism...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

In your local community
On college campuses in the United States
In the United States
Around the world

Religious Behavior
[]
We would like to know about some things you may have done in the past year.
[]In the PAST YEAR, how often have you done any of the following?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Occasionally

Often

Listened to Jewish/Israeli music
Read Jewish/Israeli literature and/or nonfiction
Viewed Jewish/Israeli films and/or TV shows
Visited Jewish/Israeli websites, blogs, social media forums/groups
Attended a lecture or class on a Jewish/Israeli topic
Participated in an activity or event sponsored by your local Jewish community

[]
In the PAST YEAR, how often have you talked to your family or friends about topics
related to...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Occasionally

Often

Judaism
Israel
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[]
In the PAST YEAR, how often have you had or attended a special meal on Shabbat?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Sometimes
Usually
Always

[]In the PAST YEAR, how often have you lit (or participated in lighting) Shabbat
candles?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Sometimes
Usually
Always

[]In the PAST YEAR, how often have you attended some type of organized Jewish
religious service?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Two or three times
Every few months
About once a month
Two or three times a month
Once a week or more

[]In the PAST YEAR, did you do anything to celebrate...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Rosh Hashana
Sukkot
Simchat Torah
Hanukkah
Tu B'Shevat
Purim
Passover
Yom Ha'atzmaut (Israel Independence day)
Shavuot
None of the above

[]In the PAST YEAR, did you...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Do anything to celebrate Christmas
Do anything to celebrate Easter
Regularly attend a Christian religious service
None of the above
Do anything to celebrate a holiday of another religion. Please specify::

[]How important is it to you to keep kosher?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
Somewhat important
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Very important
Essential

[]How many of your close friends are Jewish?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

None
A few
Half
Most
All

Celebrate With
[]This PAST YEAR, when you celebrated PASSOVER, who did you celebrate with?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jewholi_7.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3045/qid/68752) == "Y"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

{spcname}
{soname}
{if(countchild.NAOK==1,'My child','My children')}
My parent(s)
{spcname}'s parent(s)
Other members of my family
Other members of {spcname}'s family
Friends
Alone
Someone else::

[]This PAST YEAR, when you celebrated CHRISTMAS, who did you celebrate with?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
chrsholi_christmas.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3045/qid/72186) == "Y"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

{spcname}
{soname}
{if(countchild.NAOK==1,'My child','My children')}
My parent(s)
{spcname}'s parent(s)
Other members of my family
Other members of {spcname}'s family
Friends
Alone
Someone else::

Religious Institutions
[]
Please answer the questions below about your recent involvement with Jewish
institutions.
[]Do you belong to a synagogue, temple, minyan, havurah, or other Jewish
congregation where you currently live?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, don't belong to any
Yes, belong to one
Yes, belong to more than one
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[]In the PAST YEAR, did you make any charitable contributions to any cause or
organization?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't make a contribution
Yes, made a contribution

[]In the PAST YEAR, what portion of your charitable giving was to Jewish or Israeli
organizations or causes?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes, made a contribution' at question '154 [donate]' (In the PAST YEAR, did you make any charitable contributions to any cause or organization?)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

None
Less than half
About half
Most
All

[]To which Jewish or Israeli organizations did you donate?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(donatejew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3062/qid/68888) == "2" or donatejew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3062/qid/68888) == "3" or donatejew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3062/qid/68888) == "4" or donatejew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3062/qid/68888) == "5")
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish federation
Synagogue or congregation
Jewish school or educational organization
Israel advocacy organizations (e.g., AIPAC, J Street)
Other Jewish or Israeli organization(s). Please specify::

[]In the PAST YEAR, how often have you done any volunteer activities? For example,
things like coaching, political organizing, or working in a soup kitchen.
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
2-3 times
Every few months
Once a month
More than once a month

[]In the PAST YEAR, what portion of your volunteer work was under Jewish
sponsorship?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Once' or '2-3 times' or 'Every few months' or 'Once a month' or 'More than once a month' at question '157 [vol]' (In the PAST YEAR, how often have
you done any volunteer activities? For example, things like coaching, political organizing, or working in a soup kitchen.)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

None
Less than half
About half
Most
All

[]In the PAST YEAR, have you…?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
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Chaired or co-chaired an event hosted by a Jewish organization
Served on a committee of a Jewish organization
Been an officer or board member of a Jewish organization
None of the above
Held any other leadership position in a Jewish organization::

[]In the PAST YEAR, have you...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Served as a rabbi in a congregation or other setting
Worked as a professional in a Jewish organization
Worked as a Jewish educator (e.g., Jewish day school, Hebrew school, Jewish preschool, Jewish camp, adult education)
None of the above

Parent 1
[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK == "nonemom" or
famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK
== "momguard", 'These next few questions are about your MOTHER.',
if(famtype.NAOK == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK == "nonedad" or famtype.NAOK
== "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard",
'These next few questions are about your FATHER.', 'These next few questions are
about your GUARDIAN.'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonemom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonedad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "noneguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="momnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonemom" or
famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'When YOU were growing up, what was your
MOTHER's religion, if any?', if(famtype.NAOK=="dadnone" or
famtype.NAOK=="nonedad" or famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'When YOU were
growing up, what was your FATHER's religion, if any?', 'When YOU were growing up,
what was your GUARDIAN's religion, if any?'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonemom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonedad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "noneguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
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More than one religion
Something else. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'With what
religion(s) did your MOTHER identify?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadguard", 'With what religion(s) did your FATHER identify?', 'With what religion(s)
did your GUARDIAN identify?'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonemom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonedad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "noneguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards") and (prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68909) == "5")
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Other::

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonemom" or
famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK
== "momguard", 'Thinking about your MOTHER’s parents, were either of them
Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonedad" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadguard", 'Thinking about your FATHER’s parents, were either of them Jewish?',
'Thinking about your GUARDIAN’s parents, were either of them Jewish?'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonemom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonedad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "noneguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]Did your {if(famtype.NAOK=="momnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonemom" or
famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'MOTHER', if(famtype.NAOK=="dadnone" or
famtype.NAOK=="nonedad" or famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'FATHER',
'GUARDIAN'))} ever convert to Judaism?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68919) == 4 or gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68919) == "-oth-") and (prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68909) == 1 or prnt1relothr_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68910) == "Y")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't convert
Yes, converted
Not sure

[]How old were YOU when your {if(famtype.NAOK=="momnone" or
famtype.NAOK=="nonemom" or famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'MOTHER',
if(famtype.NAOK=="dadnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonedad" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'FATHER', 'GUARDIAN'))} formally converted to
Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt1conv.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/71363) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Before I was born
I was 0 to 6 years old
I was 7 to 13 years old
I was 14 to 18 years old
I was 19 years or older

[]In what religion was your {if(famtype.NAOK=="momnone" or
famtype.NAOK=="nonemom" or famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'MOTHER',
if(famtype.NAOK=="dadnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonedad" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'FATHER', 'GUARDIAN'))} raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonemom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "nonedad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "noneguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardnone" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="momnone" or famtype.NAOK=="nonemom" or
famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'With what religion(s) did your MOTHER identify with
when she was raised?', if(famtype.NAOK=="dadnone" or
famtype.NAOK=="nonedad" or famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'With what religion(s)
did your FATHER identify with when he was raised?', 'With what religion(s) did your
GUARDIAN identify with when they were raised?'))}
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt1relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/72296) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Other::

[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your
{if(famtype.NAOK == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK == "nonemom" or
famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK
== "momguard", 'MOTHER', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadnone" or famtype.NAOK ==
"nonedad" or famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'FATHER', 'GUARDIAN'))} {if(prnt1lvng.NAOK ==
"1", 'considers', 'considered')} {if(famtype.NAOK == "momnone" or famtype.NAOK
== "nonemom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms"
or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'herself', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadnone" or
famtype.NAOK == "nonedad" or famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'himself', 'him/herself'))} Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68919) == 4 or gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68919) == "-oth-") and (prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68909) == 1 or prnt1relothr_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68910) == "Y") and (prnt1conv.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/71363) == "0" or prnt1conv.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/71363) == 2)
Please write your answer here:

Parent 2
[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Now we will
ask about your FATHER.', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"guardmom", 'Now we will ask about your MOTHER.', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Now we will ask about your
GUARDIAN.', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'Now we will ask about your OTHER
MOTHER.', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'Now we will ask about your OTHER
FATHER.', 'Now we will ask about your OTHER GUARDIAN.')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'When YOU
were growing up, what was your FATHER's religion, if any?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'When YOU were growing up, what
was your MOTHER's religion, if any?', if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'When YOU were growing up, what was your
GUARDIAN's religion, if any?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'When YOU were
growing up, what was your OTHER MOTHER's religion, if any?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads", 'When YOU were growing up, what was your OTHER FATHER's religion, if
any?', 'When YOU were growing up, what was your OTHER GUARDIAN's religion, if
any?')))))}
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'With what
religion(s) did your FATHER identify?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'With what religion(s) did your MOTHER identify?',
if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'With what
religion(s) did your GUARDIAN identify?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'With
what religion(s) did your OTHER MOTHER identify?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads",
'With what religion(s) did your OTHER FATHER identiy?', 'With what religion(s) did
your OTHER GUARDIAN identify?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards") and prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68939) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Other::

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Thinking about
your FATHER’s parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'Thinking about your MOTHER’s
parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Thinking about your GUARDIAN’s parents, were
either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'Thinking about your
OTHER MOTHER’s parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads", 'Thinking about your OTHER FATHER’s parents, were either of them
Jewish?', 'Thinking about your OTHER GUARDIAN’s parents, were either of them
Jewish?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
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Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]Did your {if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or famtype.NAOK=="guarddad",
'FATHER', if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or famtype.NAOK=="guardmom",
'MOTHER', if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or famtype.NAOK=="dadguard",
'GUARDIAN', if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'OTHER MOTHER',
if(famtype.NAOK=="twodads", 'OTHER FATHER', 'OTHER GUARDIAN')))))} ever
convert to Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68949) == 4 or gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68949) == "-oth-") and (prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68939) == 1 or prnt2relothr_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68940) == "Y")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't convert
Yes, converted
Not sure

[]How old were YOU when your {if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="guarddad", 'FATHER', if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK=="guardmom", 'MOTHER', if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'GUARDIAN', if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'OTHER
MOTHER', if(famtype.NAOK=="twodads", 'OTHER FATHER', 'OTHER GUARDIAN')))))}
formally converted to Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt2conv.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/71367) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Before I was born
I was 0 to 6 years old
I was 7 to 13 years old
I was 14 to 18 years old
I was 19 years or older

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'In what
religion was your FATHER raised?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK
== "guardmom", 'In what religion was your MOTHER raised?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'In what religion
was your GUARDIAN raised?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'In what religion was
your OTHER MOTHER raised?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'In what religion was
your OTHER FATHER raised?', 'In what religion was your OTHER GUARDIAN
raised?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68546) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'With what
religions did your FATHER identify with when he was raised?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'With what religions did your MOTHER
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identify with when she was raised?', if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'With what religions did your GUARDIAN identify with
when they were raised?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'With what religions did
your OTHER MOTHER identify with when she was raised?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads", 'With what religions did your OTHER FATHER identify with when he was
raised?', 'With what religions did your OTHER GUARDIAN identify with when they
were raised?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt2relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/72300) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Other::

[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your
{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'FATHER',
if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'MOTHER',
if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'GUARDIAN',
if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'OTHER MOTHER', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads",
'OTHER FATHER', 'OTHER GUARDIAN')))))} {if(prnt2lvng.NAOK=="1", 'considers',
'considered')} {if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad",
'himself', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom",
'herself', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard",
'him/herself', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'herself', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads", 'himself', 'him/herself')))))} Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68949) == 4 or gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68949) == "-oth-") and (prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68939) == 1 or prnt2relothr_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68940) == "Y") and (prnt2conv.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/71367) == "0" or prnt2conv.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/71367) == 2)
Please write your answer here:

Religion Raised
[]
We’ll ask you a few more questions about your upbringing.
[]Thinking about when you were a child, in what religion were you raised, if any?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]In what religions were you raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3048/qid/69459) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:
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Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, would you say you were raised Jewish or partially Jewish, or
not?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((( ! is_empty(relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3048/qid/69459))) and relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3048/qid/69459) != 1 and relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3048/qid/69459) != 5) or ((is_empty(relrsdoth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3048/qid/69460))) and (relrsdoth_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3048/qid/69460) == "Y" or relrsdoth_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3048/qid/69460) != "")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]{if((relrsd.NAOK==1 or relrsdoth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or rsdjewaside.NAOK==1 or
rsdjewaside.NAOK==2), 1, 0)}
[]Were you raised...
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
rsdjew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3048/qid/69464) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Secular/Culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Other. Please specify:

[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way you
CURRENTLY consider yourself to be Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(jew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68701) == 1 and prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68909) != 1 and is_empty(prnt1relothr_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68910)) and prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68939) != 1 and is_empty(prnt2relothr_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68940))) and (gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68919) == 4 or gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3164/qid/68919) == "-oth-") and (gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68949) == 4 or gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3047/qid/68949) == "-oth-") and (convert.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3043/qid/68702) == "0")
Please write your answer here:

Upbringing
[]Looking back, we'd like to know about some experiences you might have had
{if((degree.NAOK == "3" or degree.NAOK == "4" or degree.NAOK == "5" or
degree.NAOK == "6") and TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_13=="0", 'growing up and in college',
if((degree.NAOK == "3" or degree.NAOK == "4" or degree.NAOK == "5" or
degree.NAOK == "6") and (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_9=="1" or
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TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_10=="1" or TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11=="1" or
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_12=="1") and TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_13=="0",'in college', 'growing
up'))}.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_9 == "1" or TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_10 == "1" or TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11 == "1" or TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_12 == "1" or
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_13 == "1"

[]During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a FULL-TIME Jewish day school?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_9 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]For how many years did you attend such a school?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
daysch.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3049/qid/71332) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1 or fewer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

[]During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a SUPPLEMENTARY Jewish school, like
Hebrew or Sunday school?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_9 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]For how many years did you attend such a school?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sunsch.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3049/qid/71331) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1 or fewer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

[]While growing up, did you attend an overnight camp that had Shabbat services or a
Jewish educational program?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]For how many years did you attend such a camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3049/qid/71333) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1 or fewer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

[]During your high school years, did...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_12 == "0"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Someone in your home regularly light Shabbat candles
Your family regularly have a special Shabbat meal
Your family hold or attend a Seder
Your family celebrate Hannukah
Your family keep kosher at home
None of the above

[]During your high school years, were you a member of a Jewish youth group?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, wasn't a member
Yes, was a member

[]In what group(s) were you a member?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ythgrp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3049/qid/71337) == 1 and TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11 == "0"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

BBYO (Formerly the B'nai B'rith Youth Organization)
NFTY (North American Federation of Temple Youth)
USY (United Synagogue Youth)
NCSY (Formerly the National Conference of Synagogue Youth)
Young Judaea
Other::

[]Did you have a {if(female.NAOK==1,'bat','bar')} mitzvah ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_10 == "0"
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Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes, at age 12 or 13
Yes, at age 14 or older
No

[]During your high school years, how many of your close friends were Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

None
A few
Half
Most
All

[]As an UNDERGRADUATE, how many courses did you take specifically focusing on
Israel or on Jewish subjects such as Jewish history, the Holocaust, or Hebrew?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(degree.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68540) == "3" or degree.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68540) == "4" or degree.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68540) == "5" or degree.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68540) == "6") and TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_13 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

None
1
2-4
5 or more

[]As an UNDERGRADUATE, how active were you in Jewish campus activities (e.g.,
Hillel, Chabad, a Jewish fraternity or sorority, other campus-based Jewish groups)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(degree.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68540) == "3" or degree.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68540) == "4" or degree.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68540) == "5" or degree.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3040/qid/68540) == "6") and TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_13 == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much
Don't remember

Children Names
[]The next questions are about your biological, adopted and/or step
{if(countchild.NAOK=="1", 'child', 'children')} who {if(countchild.NAOK=="1", 'lives',
'live')} with you at least part time.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]So that we can refer to {if (countchild == "1", 'this child,' , 'these children,')}
please write {if (countchild == "1", 'his or her name' , 'their names')} or initials in
the space below.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]
Please write your answer here:
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[]Name
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]Month of Birth
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]Year of Birth
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]Gender
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]1)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Please write your answer here:

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
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2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "1" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]2)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "2" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "2" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Please write your answer here:

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "2" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
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April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "2" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "2" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]3)
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "3" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "3" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Please write your answer here:

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "3" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "3" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
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1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "3" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]4)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "4" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "4" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Please write your answer here:

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "4" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "4" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
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2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "4" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]5)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "5" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "5" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Please write your answer here:

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "5" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
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December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "5" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "5" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]6)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "6" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "6" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Please write your answer here:
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[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "6" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "6" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "6" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]7)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "7" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "7" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Please write your answer here:

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "7" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "7" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
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2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "7" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]8)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Please write your answer here:

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
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2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]9)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Please write your answer here:

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
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August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]10)
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Please write your answer here:
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[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988

[]
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8"
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Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]

Child Equation
[]{if(ch1mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch1yob}0{ch1mob}','{ch1yob}{ch1mob}')}
[]{if(ch2mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch2yob}0{ch2mob}','{ch2yob}{ch2mob}')}
[]{if(ch3mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch3yob}0{ch3mob}','{ch3yob}{ch3mob}')}
[]{if(ch4mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch4yob}0{ch4mob}','{ch4yob}{ch4mob}')}
[]{if(ch5mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch5yob}0{ch5mob}','{ch5yob}{ch5mob}')}
[]{if(ch6mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch6yob}0{ch6mob}','{ch6yob}{ch6mob}')}
[]{if(ch7mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch7yob}0{ch7mob}','{ch7yob}{ch7mob}')}
[]{if(ch8mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch8yob}0{ch8mob}','{ch8yob}{ch8mob}')}
[]{if(ch9mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch9yob}0{ch9mob}','{ch9yob}{ch9mob}')}
[]{if(ch10mob.NAOK lt "10", '{ch10yob}0{ch10mob}','{ch10yob}{ch10mob}')}

Child1
[]We will now ask you a few questions about {ch1name}.
[]What is {ch1name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch1name} being raised?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Have not decided yet
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch1name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch1name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153))) and ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) != "1" and ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) != "5" and ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch1relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70163))) and (ch1relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70163) == "Y" or ch1relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70163) == "Y" or ch1relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70163) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Are all of the children living with you being raised {if(ch1relig.NAOK == "1",
'Jewish', if(ch1relig.NAOK == "2", 'Christian', if(ch1relig.NAOK == "3", 'atheist or
agnostic', if(ch1relig.NAOK == "4", 'in no particular religion', if(ch1relig.NAOK ==
"5", 'in these religions', 'in this other religion')))))}{if(ch1norelig.NAOK == "1", ' and
Jewish aside from religion', if(ch1norelig.NAOK == "2", ' and partially Jewish aside
from religion', ''))}?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) ge "2" and countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) lt "9")) and (((ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) == "1" or ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) == "2" or ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) == "3" or ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) == "4" or ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) == "-oth-")) or ((ch1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70153) == "5") and ( ! is_empty(ch1relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70163)) or ! is_empty(ch1relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70163)) or ! is_empty(ch1relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70163)) or ! is_empty(ch1relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70163)))))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not all raised this way
Yes, all raised this way

[]Does {ch1name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch1name} circumcised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(ch1gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68613) == "0") and (ch1dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72439) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch1name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch1circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69150) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch1name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch1hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69149) == "1") and ((ch1gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68613) == "1") or (ch1gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68613) == "0" and ch1circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69150) == "0") or (ch1gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68613) == "0" and ch1circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69150) == "1" and ch1jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69151) == "2") or (ch1gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68613) == "0" and ch1circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69150) == "1" and ch1jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69151) == "-oth-") or (ch1gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68613) == "2"))) and (ch1dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72439) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch1name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch1dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72439) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch1name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch1name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "2" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "3" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "4" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "5" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "6" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "7" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "8" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "9" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "10" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "11" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "12" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "13" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
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Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch1name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155)) and (ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "2" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "3" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "4" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "5" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "6" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "7" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "8" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "9" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "10" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "11" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "12" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "13" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "14")) and (ch1daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69157) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch1daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69157)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch1name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch1preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69158) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch1name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch1name} attend a day camp?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155)) and (ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "2" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "3" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "4" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "5" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "6" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "7" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "8" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "9" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "10" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "11" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "12" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "13" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch1daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69161) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch1name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "5" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "6" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "7" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "8" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "9" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "10" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "11" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "12" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "13" or ch1grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/69155) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch1camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/72464) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch1name} identifies as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 2 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 3 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 4 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 5 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 6 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 7 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8) and (othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0")) or (countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 1)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
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Somewhat important
Very important

Child2
[]Now we will ask about {ch2name}.
[]What is {ch2name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch2name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch2name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch2relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70154) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch2name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch2relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70154))) and ch2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70154) != "1" and ch2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70154) != "5" and ch2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70154) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch2relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70167))) and (ch2relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70167) == "Y" or ch2relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70167) == "Y" or ch2relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/70167) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch2name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch2name} circumcised?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch2gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68618) == "0" and (ch2dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72440) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch2name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch2circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69181) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch2name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch2hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69180) == "1") and ((ch2gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68618) == "1") or (ch2gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68618) == "0" and ch2circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69181) == "0") or (ch2gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68618) == "0" and ch2circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69181) == "1" and ch2jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69182) == "2") or (ch2gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68618) == "0" and ch2circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69181) == "1" and ch2jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69182) == "-oth-") or (ch2gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68618) == "2"))) and (ch2dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72440) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch2name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch2dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72440) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch2name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
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College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch2name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "2" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "3" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "4" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "5" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "6" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "7" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "8" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "9" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "10" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "11" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "12" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "13" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch2name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186)) and (ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "2" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "3" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "4" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "5" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "6" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "7" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "8" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "9" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "10" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "11" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "12" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "13" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "14")) and (ch2daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69187) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch2daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69187)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch2name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch2preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69189) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish
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[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch2name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch2name} attend a day camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186)) and (ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "2" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "3" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "4" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "5" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "6" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "7" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "8" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "9" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "10" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "11" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "12" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "13" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch2daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/72504) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch2name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "5" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "6" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "7" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "8" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "9" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "10" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "11" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "12" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "13" or ch2grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/69186) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch2camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3068/qid/72506) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch2name} identifies as Jewish?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 2 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 3 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 4 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 5 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 6 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 7 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8) and (othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Child3
[]Now we will ask about {ch3name}.
[]What is {ch3name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch3name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch3name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch3relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70155) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch3name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch3relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70155))) and ch3relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70155) != "1" and ch3relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70155) != "5" and ch3relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70155) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch3relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70171))) and (ch3relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70171) == "Y" or ch3relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70171) == "Y" or ch3relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/70171) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
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Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch3name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch3name} circumcised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch3gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68623) == "0" and (ch3dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72441) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch3name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch3circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69212) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch3name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch3hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69211) == "1") and ((ch3gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68623) == "1") or (ch3gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68623) == "0" and ch3circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69212) == "0") or (ch3gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68623) == "0" and ch3circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69212) == "1" and ch3jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69213) == "2") or (ch3gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68623) == "0" and ch3circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69212) == "1" and ch3jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69213) == "-oth-") or (ch3gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68623) == "2"))) and (ch3dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72441) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch3name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch3dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72441) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch3name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
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3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch3name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "2" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "3" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "4" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "5" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "6" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "7" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "8" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "9" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "10" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "11" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "12" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "13" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch3name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217)) and (ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "2" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "3" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "4" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "5" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "6" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "7" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "8" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "9" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "10" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "11" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "12" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "13" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "14")) and (ch3daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69218) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch3daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69218)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch3name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
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Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch3preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69220) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch3name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch3name} attend a day camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217)) and (ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "2" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "3" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "4" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "5" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "6" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "7" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "8" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "9" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "10" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "11" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "12" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "13" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch3daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/72508) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch3name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "5" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "6" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "7" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "8" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "9" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "10" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "11" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "12" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "13" or ch3grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/69217) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch3camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3069/qid/72510) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]How important is it to you that in the future {ch3name} identifies as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 3 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 4 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 5 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 6 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 7 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8) and (othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Child4
[]Now we will ask about {ch4name}.
[]What is {ch4name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch4name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch4name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch4relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70156) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch4name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch4relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70156))) and ch4relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70156) != "1" and ch4relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70156) != "5" and ch4relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70156) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch4relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70175))) and (ch4relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70175) == "Y" or ch4relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70175) == "Y" or ch4relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/70175) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch4name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch4name} circumcised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch4gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68628) == "0" and (ch4dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72442) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch4name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch4circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69243) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch4name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch4hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69242) == "1") and ((ch4gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68628) == "1") or (ch4gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68628) == "0" and ch4circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69243) == "0") or (ch4gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68628) == "0" and ch4circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69243) == "1" and ch4jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69244) == "2") or (ch4gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68628) == "0" and ch4circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69243) == "1" and ch4jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69244) == "-oth-") or (ch4gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68628) == "2"))) and (ch4dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72442) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch4name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch4dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72442) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
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None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch4name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch4name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "2" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "3" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "4" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "5" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "6" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "7" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "8" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "9" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "10" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "11" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "12" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "13" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch4name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248)) and (ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "2" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "3" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "4" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "5" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "6" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "7" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "8" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "9" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "10" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "11" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "12" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "13" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "14")) and (ch4daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69249) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch4daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69249)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
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Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch4name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch4preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69251) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch4name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch4name} attend a day camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248)) and (ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "2" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "3" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "4" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "5" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "6" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "7" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "8" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "9" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "10" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "11" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "12" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "13" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch4daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/72513) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch4name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "5" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "6" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "7" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "8" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "9" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "10" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "11" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "12" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "13" or ch4grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/69248) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch4camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3070/qid/72515) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch4name} identifies as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 4 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 5 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 6 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 7 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8) and (othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Child5
[]Now we will ask about {ch5name}.
[]What is {ch5name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch5name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:
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[]In what religions is {ch5name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch5relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70157) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch5name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch5relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70157))) and ch5relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70157) != "1" and ch5relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70157) != "5" and ch5relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70157) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch5relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70179))) and (ch5relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70179) == "Y" or ch5relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70179) == "Y" or ch5relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/70179) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch5name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch5name} circumcised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch5gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68633) == "0" and (ch5dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72443) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch5name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch5circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69274) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch5name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch5hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69273) == "1") and ((ch5gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68633) == "1") or (ch5gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68633) == "0" and ch5circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69274) == "0") or (ch5gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68633) == "0" and ch5circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69274) == "1" and ch5jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69275) == "2") or (ch5gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68633) == "0" and ch5circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69274) == "1" and ch5jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69275) == "-oth-") or (ch5gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68633) == "2"))) and (ch5dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72443) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch5name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch5dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72443) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch5name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch5name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "2" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "3" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "4" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "5" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "6" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "7" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "8" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "9" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "10" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "11" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "12" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "13" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch5name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279)) and (ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "2" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "3" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "4" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "5" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "6" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "7" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "8" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "9" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "10" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "11" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "12" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "13" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "14")) and (ch5daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69280) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch5daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69280)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch5name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch5preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69282) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch5name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch5name} attend a day camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279)) and (ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "2" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "3" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "4" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "5" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "6" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "7" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "8" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "9" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "10" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "11" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "12" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "13" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
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Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch5daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/72480) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch5name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "5" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "6" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "7" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "8" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "9" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "10" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "11" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "12" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "13" or ch5grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/69279) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch5camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3071/qid/72482) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch5name} identifies as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 5 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 6 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 7 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8) and (othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Child6
[]Now we will ask about {ch6name}.
[]What is {ch6name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch6name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
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Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch6name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch6relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70158) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch6name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch6relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70158))) and ch6relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70158) != "1" and ch6relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70158) != "5" and ch6relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70158) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch6relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70183))) and (ch6relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70183) == "Y" or ch6relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70183) == "Y" or ch6relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/70183) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch6name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch6name} circumcised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch6gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68638) == "0" and (ch6dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72444) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch6name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch6circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69305) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch6name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch6hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69304) == "1") and ((ch6gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68638) == "1") or (ch6gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68638) == "0" and ch6circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69305) == "0") or (ch6gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68638) == "0" and ch6circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69305) == "1" and ch6jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69306) == "2") or (ch6gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68638) == "0" and ch6circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69305) == "1" and ch6jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69306) == "-oth-") or (ch6gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68638) == "2"))) and (ch6dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72444) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch6name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch6dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72444) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch6name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch6name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "2" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "3" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "4" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "5" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "6" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "7" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "8" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "9" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "10" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "11" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "12" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "13" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
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Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch6name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310)) and (ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "2" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "3" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "4" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "5" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "6" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "7" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "8" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "9" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "10" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "11" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "12" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "13" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "14")) and (ch6daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69311) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch6daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69311)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch6name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch6preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69313) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch6name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch6name} attend a day camp?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310)) and (ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "2" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "3" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "4" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "5" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "6" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "7" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "8" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "9" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "10" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "11" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "12" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "13" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch6daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/72484) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch6name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "5" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "6" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "7" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "8" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "9" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "10" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "11" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "12" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "13" or ch6grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/69310) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch6camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3072/qid/72486) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch6name} identifies as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 6 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 7 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8) and (othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important
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Child7
[]Now we will ask about {ch7name}.
[]What is {ch7name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch7name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch7name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch7relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70159) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch7name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch7relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70159))) and ch7relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70159) != "1" and ch7relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70159) != "5" and ch7relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70159) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch7relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70187))) and (ch7relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70187) == "Y" or ch7relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70187) == "Y" or ch7relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/70187) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch7name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch7name} circumcised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch7gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68643) == "0" and (ch7dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72445) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
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No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch7name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch7circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69336) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch7name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch7hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69335) == "1") and ((ch7gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68643) == "1") or (ch7gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68643) == "0" and ch7circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69336) == "0") or (ch7gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68643) == "0" and ch7circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69336) == "1" and ch7jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69337) == "2") or (ch7gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68643) == "0" and ch7circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69336) == "1" and ch7jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69337) == "-oth-") or (ch7gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68643) == "2"))) and (ch7dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72445) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch7name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch7dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72445) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch7name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
College
Other. Please specify:

[]In th 2018-19 school year, did {ch7name} attend a...?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "2" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "3" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "4" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "5" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "6" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "7" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "8" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "9" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "10" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "11" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "12" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "13" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch7name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341)) and (ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "2" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "3" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "4" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "5" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "6" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "7" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "8" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "9" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "10" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "11" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "12" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "13" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "14")) and (ch7daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69342) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch7daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69342)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch7name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch7preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69344) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch7name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "1"
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Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch7name} attend a day camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341)) and (ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "2" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "3" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "4" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "5" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "6" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "7" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "8" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "9" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "10" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "11" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "12" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "13" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch7daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/72488) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch7name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "5" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "6" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "7" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "8" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "9" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "10" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "11" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "12" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "13" or ch7grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/69341) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch7camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3073/qid/72490) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch7name} identifies as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 7 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8) and (othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
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Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Child8
[]Now we will ask about {ch8name}.
[]What is {ch8name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch8name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch8name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch8relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70160) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch8name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch8relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70160))) and ch8relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70160) != "1" and ch8relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70160) != "5" and ch8relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70160) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch8relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70191))) and (ch8relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70191) == "Y" or ch8relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70191) == "Y" or ch8relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/70191) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch8name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch8name} circumcised?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch8gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68648) == "0" and (ch8dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72446) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch8name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch8circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69367) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch8name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch8hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69366) == "1") and ((ch8gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68648) == "1") or (ch8gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68648) == "0" and ch8circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69367) == "0") or (ch8gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68648) == "0" and ch8circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69367) == "1" and ch8jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69368) == "2") or (ch8gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68648) == "0" and ch8circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69367) == "1" and ch8jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69368) == "-oth-") or (ch8gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/68648) == "2"))) and (ch8dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72446) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch8name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch8dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72446) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch8name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
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College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch8name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "2" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "3" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "4" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "5" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "6" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "7" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "8" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "9" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "10" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "11" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "12" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "13" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch8name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372)) and (ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "2" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "3" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "4" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "5" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "6" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "7" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "8" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "9" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "10" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "11" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "12" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "13" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "14")) and (ch8daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69373) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch8daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69373)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch8name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch8preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69375) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish
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[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch8name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch8name} attend a day camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372)) and (ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "2" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "3" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "4" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "5" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "6" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "7" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "8" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "9" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "10" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "11" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "12" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "13" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch8daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/72492) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch8name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "5" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "6" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "7" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "8" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "9" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "10" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "11" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "12" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "13" or ch8grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/69372) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch8camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3074/qid/72494) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch8name} identifies as Jewish?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8 and othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Child9
[]Now we will ask about {ch9name}.
[]What is {ch9name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch9name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch9name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch9relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70161) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch9name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch9relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70161))) and ch9relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70161) != "1" and ch9relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70161) != "5" and ch9relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70161) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch9relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70195))) and (ch9relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70195) == "Y" or ch9relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70195) == "Y" or ch9relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/70195) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch9name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch9name} circumcised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch9gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70087) == "0" and (ch9dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72447) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch9name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch9circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69398) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch9name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch9hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69397) == "1") and ((ch9gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70087) == "1") or (ch9gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70087) == "0" and ch9circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69398) == "0") or (ch9gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70087) == "0" and ch9circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69398) == "1" and ch9jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69399) == "2") or (ch9gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70087) == "0" and ch9circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69398) == "1" and ch9jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69399) == "-oth-") or (ch9gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70087) == "2"))) and (ch9dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72447) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch9name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch9dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72447) >
201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch9name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
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8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch9name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "2" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "3" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "4" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "5" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "6" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "7" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "8" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "9" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "10" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "11" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "12" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "13" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch9name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403)) and (ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "2" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "3" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "4" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "5" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "6" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "7" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "8" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "9" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "10" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "11" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "12" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "13" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "14")) and (ch9daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69404) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch9daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69404)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch9name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch9preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69406) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch9name} attend any organized Jewish
program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday celebration,
etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch9name} attend a day camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403)) and (ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "2" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "3" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "4" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "5" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "6" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "7" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "8" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "9" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "10" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "11" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "12" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "13" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch9daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/72496) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch9name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "5" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "6" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "7" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "8" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "9" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "10" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "11" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "12" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "13" or ch9grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/69403) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch9camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3075/qid/72498) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
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No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch9name} identifies as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8") and ( ! is_empty(ch9name.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70081)))) and othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Child10
[]Now we will ask about {ch10name}.
[]What is {ch10name}'s relationship to you?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Biological child
Adopted child
Step child
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religion is {ch10name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Other. Please specify:

[]In what religions is {ch10name} being raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch10relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70162) == "5"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Other. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, is {ch10name} being raised Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch10relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70162))) and ch10relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70162) != "1" and ch10relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70162) != "5" and ch10relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70162) != "6") or ((is_empty(ch10relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70199))) and (ch10relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70199) == "Y" or ch10relother_athagn.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70199) == "Y" or ch10relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/70199) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
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No
Yes
Yes, partially Jewish

[]Does {ch10name} have a Hebrew or Jewish name?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, doesn't have
Yes, has

[]Is {ch10name} circumcised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch10gender.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70088) == "0" and (ch10dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72448) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, isn't circumcised
Yes, circumcised

[]Was {ch10name}'s circumcision a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch10circ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69429) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish ritual circumcision (brit milah/bris)
Medical circumcision (e.g., in a hospital)
Other. Please specify:

[]Did {ch10name} have a Jewish naming ceremony?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch10hebname.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69428) == "1") and ((ch10gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70088) == "1") or (ch10gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70088) == "0" and ch10circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69429) == "0") or (ch10gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70088) == "0" and ch10circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69429) == "1" and ch10jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69430) == "2") or (ch10gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70088) == "0" and ch10circ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69429) == "1" and ch10jcirc.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69430) == "-oth-") or (ch10gender.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70088) == "2"))) and (ch10dob (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72448) > TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't have
Yes, had

[]Did {ch10name} have...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 lt "6") or (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_5 == 6 and ch10dob (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3206/qid/72448)
> 201705)
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A Baptism or Christening
Another kind of religious, cultural, or ethnic welcoming ceremony (e.g., Jatakarma, Aqiqah, etc.)
None of the above

[]In the 2018-19 school year, was {ch10name} in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not yet in kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st grade
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2nd grade
3rd grade
4th grade
5th grade
6th grade
7th grade
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
College
Other. Please specify:

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch10name} attend a...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "2" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "3" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "4" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "5" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "6" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "7" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "8" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "9" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "10" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "11" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "12" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "13" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch10name} attend a Jewish supplementary school
(e.g., Hebrew school or Sunday school)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
( ! is_empty(ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434)) and (ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "2" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "3" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "4" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "5" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "6" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "7" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "8" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "9" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "10" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "11" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "12" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "13" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "14")) and (ch10daysch.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69435) != "4") and ( ! is_empty(ch10daysch (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69435)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]In the 2018-19 school year, did {ch10name} attend a (FULL- or PART-TIME)
daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
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No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch10preschl.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69437) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In the 2018-19 school year, how often did {ch10name} attend any organized
Jewish program or activity for young children (e.g., "Tot Shabbat," holiday
celebration, etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "1"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once or twice
Three times or more

[]In summer 2018, did {ch10name} attend a day camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434)) and (ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "2" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "3" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "4" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "5" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "6" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "7" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "8" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "9" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "10" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "11" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "12" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "13" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "14")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended

[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch10daycamp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/72500) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]In summer 2018, did {ch10name} attend a residential (overnight) camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "5" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "6" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "7" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "8" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "9" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "10" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "11" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "12" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "13" or ch10grade.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/69434) == "14"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, didn't attend
Yes, attended
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[]Was this a Jewish camp?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
ch10camp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3076/qid/72502) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not Jewish
Yes, Jewish

[]
How important is it to you that in the future {ch10name} identifies as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "8") and ( ! is_empty(ch10name.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3056/qid/70082)))) and othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Children Follow-Up
[]How important is it to you that in the future your children identify as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
othrchrel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3067/qid/70682) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Dating
[]Switching gears, we would like to ask you a few questions about
{if(sigoth.NAOK=="0",'dating and your future','your future')}.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == "0" or ((sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == 1 or spequation.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/71078) == 2) and (socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554) == "Y") and (is_empty(socommitted_engaged.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554) == "Y"))) or ((sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == 1 or spequation.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/71078) == 2) and (socommitted_NA.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554) == "Y"))

[]In the PAST YEAR, have you used any dating websites or apps (e.g. Match.com,
Tinder, etc.)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, haven't used
Yes, have used

[]In the PAST YEAR, have you...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == "0"
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Asked your friends or family to set you up with someone
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Attended singles events or mixers
Used a matchmaking service
Joined a class or club to meet someone
None of the above
Done something else to meet someone::

[]In the PAST YEAR, how many of the people that you dated were Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Did not date
None
A few
Half
Most
All

[]How important is it to you to date someone Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

[]Would you want to get {if(marital == "6", 'married', if(fmarital == "1", 'married',
'remarried'))} at some time in the future?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "6") and (is_empty(sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553)))) or ((sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == "1") and (is_empty(socommitted_engaged.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554)))) or ((( ! is_empty(sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553)) && (sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553) == "0")))) or ((( ! is_empty(socommitted_engaged.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554)) && (socommitted_NA.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554))))) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "4") and (is_empty(sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553)))) or ((marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "5") and (is_empty(sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68553))))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, don't want to
Yes, want to
Not sure

[]Do you think that you are ready to get {if(marital == "6", 'married', if(fmarital ==
"1", 'married', 'remarried'))}?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
impmar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3086/qid/70004) == "1" or impmar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3086/qid/70004) == "2"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not ready
Yes, ready
In some respects yes, in some respects no

[]How important is it to you to marry someone Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
impmar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3086/qid/70004) == "1" or impmar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3086/qid/70004) == "2"
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Fertility
[]Now we will ask you about your plans and feelings regarding having a{if
(countchild.NAOK ge "1", 'nother' , '')} child, whether or not you are able to, or plan
to have one.
[]Are you currently pregnant?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((female.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3039/qid/68515) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not pregnant
Yes, pregnant

[]Is {spcname} currently pregnant?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((spcfemale.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/69056) == "1"))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not pregnant
Yes, pregnant

[]At this time, are you actively seeking to have a child through adoption or
surrogacy?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, not seeking
Yes, seeking

[]If it were possible, would you want to have a{if ((childequation.NAOK ge "1") or
((childequation.NAOK=="0") and ((sppreg.NAOK=="1") or (preg.NAOK=="1"))),
'nother' , '')} child at some time in the future{if ((preg.NAOK == "1" or
sppreg.NAOK=="1"), ' after this pregnancy' , '')}?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, wouldn't want to
Yes, want to
Not sure

[]How many {if (countchild.NAOK ge "1" and countchild.NAOK lt "9", 'more', '')}
children would you want to have{if (preg == 1, ', not counting your current
pregnancy' , '')}?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
fertdesire.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3065/qid/69122) == 1 or fertdesire.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3065/qid/69122) == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Don't know
1
2
3
4
5
6
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7
8
9
10 or more

[]If it were possible, would {spcname} want to have a{if ((childequation.NAOK ge
"1") or ((childequation.NAOK ge "1") and ((sppreg.NAOK=="1") or
(preg.NAOK=="1"))), 'nother' , '')} child at some time in the future{if ((sppreg.NAOK
=="1" or preg.NAOK=="1"), ' after this pregnancy' , '')}?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "1" or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68551) == "2")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No, wouldn't want to
Yes, would want to
{spcname}'s not sure if {if(spcfemale.NAOK=="0", 'he', if(spcfemale.NAOK==1, 'she','they'))} would want to
I don't know

[]How many {if(countchild.NAOK ge "1" and countchild.NAOK lt "9", 'more', '')}
children would {spcname} want to have{if (sppreg == 1,', not counting this current
pregnancy','')}?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
fertdesiresp.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3065/qid/69124) == 1 or fertdesiresp.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3065/qid/69124) == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Don't know
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 or more

[]Thinking about the future, how important is it to you to raise your children Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == "0" or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 9) or (is_empty(countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559)))) and (fertdesire.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3065/qid/69122) == "1" or fertdesire.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3065/qid/69122) == "2")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Family Interaction
[]The following questions are about your interactions with family members.
[]Thinking about the PAST YEAR, how often did you communicate with your
parent(s)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt1lvng.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68550) == 1 or prnt2lvng.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69469) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

Daily
At least once a week
At least once a month
Several times a year
Once a year or less

[]
How far away do you live from {if((prnt1lvng.NAOK==1 or prnt2lvng.NAOK==1) and
(sigoth.NAOK=="0" or socommitted_NA.NAOK=="Y"), 'your parent(s)',
if((spclivepar.NAOK==2 or spclivepar.NAOK==1 or spclivepar.NAOK==3) and
(prnt1lvng.NAOK==1 or prnt2lvng.NAOK==1), "your parent(s) and {spcname}'s
parent(s)", if((solivingparents.NAOK==2 or solivingparents.NAOK==1 or
solivingparents.NAOK==3) and (prnt1lvng.NAOK==1 or prnt2lvng.NAOK==1), "your
parent(s) and {soname}'s parent(s)", if((prnt1lvng.NAOK=="0" and
prnt2lvng.NAOK=="0") and (spclivepar.NAOK==2 or spclivepar.NAOK==1 or
spclivepar.NAOK==3), "{spcname}'s parent(s)", if((prnt1lvng.NAOK=="0" and
prnt2lvng.NAOK=="0") and (solivingparents.NAOK==2 or solivingparents.NAOK==1
or solivingparents.NAOK==3), "{soname}'s parent(s)",'')))))}?
{if(prnt1lvng.NAOK==1 or prnt2lvng.NAOK==1," (If parents don't live together,
please respond thinking about the parent who lives closest to you)",'')}
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Less than
a mile

2 to 10
miles

10 to 30
miles

30 to 60
miles

60 to 120
miles

120 to
500 miles

more than
500 miles

Your parent(s)
{if(spclivepar.NAOK==2 or
spclivepar.NAOK==1 or
spclivepar.NAOK==3, "{spcname}",
if(solivingparents.NAOK==2 or
solivingparents.NAOK==1 or
solivingparents.NAOK==3, "{soname}",''))}’s
parent(s)

[]Thinking about the PAST YEAR, how often did you socialize or do things with...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Daily

At least once a
week

At least once a
month

Several times a
year

Once a year or
less

Your parent(s)
{if(spclivepar.NAOK==2 or
spclivepar.NAOK==1 or
spclivepar.NAOK==3, "{spcname}",
if(solivingparents.NAOK==2 or
solivingparents.NAOK==1 or
solivingparents.NAOK==3, "{soname}",''))}’s
parent(s)

[]
Thinking about the PAST YEAR, how involved were the following people in your
{if(countchild.NAOK==1, 'CHILD', if(countchild.NAOK==2 or countchild.NAOK==3 or
countchild.NAOK==4 or countchild.NAOK==5 or countchild.NAOK==6 or
countchild.NAOK==7 or countchild.NAOK==8, 'CHILDREN',''))}'s life?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
countchild.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 1 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 2 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 3 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 4 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 5 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 6 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 7 or countchild.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68559) == 8
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not
at all

A little

Very
much

Somewhat

Not
applicable

Your parent(s)
Your {if(countchild.NAOK==1,
'child','children')}'s
other grandparent(s)

[]How satisfied are you with your relationship with...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not
at all

A little

Somewhat

Mostly

Almost
completely

Completely

Your parent(s)
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149
Almost
completely

Completely

{if(spclivepar.NAOK==2 or
spclivepar.NAOK==1 or
spclivepar.NAOK==3, "{spcname}",
if(solivingparents.NAOK==2 or
solivingparents.NAOK==1 or
solivingparents.NAOK==3, "
{soname}",''))}’s parent(s)

Home & Income
[]
We're almost done. The following questions are about your current standard of living
and income.
[]Which of the following words or phrases best describes {if(marital.NAOK==1 or
marital.NAOK==2 or (marital.NAOK=="3" and fmarital.NAOK=="2"),"your and
{spcname}'s",if(socommitted_living.NAOK=="Y","your and {soname}'s",'your'))}
current standard of living?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Poor
Nearly poor
Just getting along
Living reasonably comfortably
Living very comfortably
Prosperous

[]Thinking about the home you live in, do you...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Own
Pay rent
Live in the home of relatives or friends without paying rent
Other

[]In 2018, what was {if(marital.NAOK==1 or marital.NAOK==2 or
(marital.NAOK=="3" and fmarital.NAOK=="2"),"your and
{spcname}'s",if(socommitted_living.NAOK=="Y","your and {soname}'s",'your'))}
(gross) annual household income?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

$30,000 or less
$30,000 to $39,000
$40,000 to $59,000
$60,000 to $79,000
$80,000 to $99,000
$100,000 to $149,000
$150,000 to $199,000
$200,000 to $249,999
$250,000 to $299,000
$300,000 to $399,000
$400,000 or more

[]
To what extent do you depend on your parent(s) for financial assistance?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt1lvng.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/68550) == 1 or prnt2lvng.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3041/qid/69469) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
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A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]To what extent do you depend on {if(marital.NAOK==1 or marital.NAOK==2 or
(marital.NAOK=="3" and fmarital.NAOK=="2"),"
{spcname}",if(socommitted_living.NAOK=="Y","{soname}",''))}'s parent(s) for
financial assistance?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(spclivepar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/70632) == 1 or spclivepar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/70632) == 2 or spclivepar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3063/qid/70632) == 3) or ((socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3119/qid/68554) == "Y") and (solivingparents.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/69062) == 1 or solivingparents.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/69062) == 2 or solivingparents.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/552233/gid/3090/qid/69062) == 3))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]How confident are you that you will have enough money in the future to lead the
kind of life you want?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all confident
A little confident
Somewhat confident
Very confident

Final Question
[]To conclude, what are the things that you feel like you have a responsibility to do,
{if((relnow.NAOK==1) or ((relnow.NAOK==3 or relnow.NAOK==4) and
jewaside.NAOK==1),'specifically because you are Jewish','specifically because of
your Jewish heritage')}? Please give some examples.
Please write your answer here:

Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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